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SCREENING FOR AND INHERITANCE OF RESISTANCE TO BARLEY LEAF

STRIPE (Drechslera graminea)

J.P. Skou and V. Haahr

Abstract. Barley leaf stripe caused by Drechslera graminea (tel-

eomorph: Pyrenophora graminea) gained renewed importance after

the ban of seed dressing with organic mercurials. Interest rose

for breeding resistant varieties in order to keep the disease

down without the use of chemicals. To meet this goal 1029 varie-

ties and lines from different Nordic barley collections were

screened for reaction to leaf stripe. The monogenic and semi-

-dominant inheritance, named the Vada-resistance, was confirmed

in an analysis of chromosome-redoubled monoploids produced with

the bulbosum-technique. The plants were infected spontaneously

from diseased plants in the field or by a monospore culture

using the sandwich method with the seeds inoculated between two

layers of mycelium-overgrown agar plates.

A new, uncommon symptom was uncovered. Absolute resistance nr

immunity in the strict sense hardly exists, as even the hiqhly

resistant barleys may now and then attract the disease. However.

both host and pathogen struggle in these cases that result in

dwarfing, tillering plants with weak leaf stripe symptoms.

The overall results of field inoculation tevealed that 42.&'.

barleys had 0-10% attack and 6.7% of these had no attack at all.

The reason for the low or zero attack percentage is the wide tim

of several relatively resistant old barleys in breeding th

northwest European "family" of barleys. A subsequent test ()f

(('nnt inues next paqe'
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selected, resistant barleys inoculated with the monospore cul-

ture separated them into different levels of resistance.

The resistance of about 50-100 barleys was traced through the

pedigrees. In five series of closely related varieties levels of

resistance were found that suggested the existence of different

sources.

The most common leaf stripe resistance, the Vada-resistance, was

found to be a one-gene conditioned semi-dominant resistance

which by chance have been bred into the northwest European bar-

leys together with - but independent of - the Laevigatum powdery

mildew resistance via 'Vada' and 'Minerva'. This suggests this

resistance to occur in many varieties descending from 'Vada' and

'Minerva'. Further, that it may easily be bred into other bar-

leys.

Disguised behind this resistance, susceptibility modifying fac-

tors were found that suggest the existence of partial resist-

ance.

Other highly resistant northwest European barleys, e.g., 'Fre-

ja', apparently possess two additively acting genes. A few other

highly resistant varieties without any known genetic background

were found in the northwest European barleys - including 'Tys-

tofte Kors', which seems to be the first barley variety in the

world described as resistant.

Further, a relatively large number of barleys tested that origi-

nate from other continents and Russia were found to be highly

resistant to leaf stripe.

Crossing a resistant with a susceptible variety has now and then

led to a variety with an intermediary level of attack, and in

other cases transgressive effects have led to varieties with

either a higher level of resistance or susceptibility than in

their parents.

(Continues next page)



A series of susceptible related varieties and lines with 15-80%

attack come from Finland, Norway and Sweden. They descend mainly

from 'Asplund', 'Maskin', and 'Svalof Vega'. The genes or sus-

ceptibility promoting factors in these varieties obviously have

an additive effect. The infection level of more than 50 barleys

may be explained by assuming they have five or six genes with

one to three or four genes in each variety. Of the basic varie-

ties only 'Maskin' is supposed to posess two genes, and no sin-

gle gene conditions more than 40% attack.

On comparing the results presented with those of several others,

we gain strong support for the findings of physiological spe-

cialization in the pathogen on a world-wide basis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

. For many years, attacks with barley leaf stripe (anamorph:

Drechslera graminea (Rabenh.) Shoem.; teleomorph: Pyrenophora

graminea Ito & Kuribay.)-'were nearly non-existent in Denmark due

to an extensive use of seed treatment with organic mercurials

since the 1930s. The disease gained renewed importance, how-

ever, after this treatment first became reduced and later for-

bidden because it frequently reaches infection levels that re-

quire chemical treatment of the seed in order to avoid a yield

reduction (JORGENSEN, 1976/77, 1979).

Previously, screening for resistance to leaf stripe to a larger

extent has been performed in USA (SUNESON and SANTONI, 1943;

SHANDS and ARNY, 1944; KLINE, 1971, 1972; METZ and SHAREN, 1979)

and Canada (TEKAUZ, 1983; LOISELLE, 1985), and to a lesser ex-

tent in India (MOHAMMAD and MAHMOOD, 1973), Sweden (KRISIIANSSON

and NILSSON, 1975; NILSSON, 1975, and Denmark (KNUDSEN, 1980,

1981; SMEDEGAARD-PETERSEN and JORGENSEN, 1982P. These investiga-

tions uncovered a markedly varying number of resistant varie-

ties. The heredity of resistance was treated to only a limited

extent in these investigations.

On this background we decided to screen a large number of 'rr-

leys in Nordic collections for resistance to leaf stripe, and to

analyse pedigrees of barleys in order to see how resistmrie

might be inherited. Further, a single cross of a highly resit t-

ant and a susceptible variety was analysed genetically. Rpsults;

of these investigations are presented below.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The barleys tested (Hordeum vulgare L. s.1.) were provided by

several Nordic barley breeders and institutions as outlined i;i

Tab. 1. Most of these varieties and lines are now deposited in

the Nordic Gene Bank, Alnarp, Sweden. Given in round fiqures,

900 of these barleys originate from Furope. nr lhe-,r f50 ,Ire

northwestern European varieties and 250 morphuluq.cal variant3
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including "botanical barleys" of H. vulgare collected at many

different localities by various persons and designated with old,

complex epithets (nomina synonyma, illegitima vel invalida)

pointing to their special characteristics.

Table 1. The tested barley varieties and lines as

provided by Nordic barley breeders and institutes.

Name and institute Abbre- No. of

viation entries

R. Aikasalo, Hankkija Plant Breeding Hja. 13

Institute, Finland

S. Andersen, Dept. of Crop Husbandry and Plant KVL 787

Breeding, The Royal Veterinary and Agricul-

tural University, Copenhagen, Denmark

J.C.N. Knudsen, Axel Toft Durup A/S, Denmark JK 23

P. Lundin, Weibulls A/B, Landskrona, Sweden W 22

R. Manner, Institute of Plant Breeding, 3o. 32

Jokioinen, Finland

B. Nilsson, Sval6f A/B, Sweden Sv. 38

J. Rasmussen, Government Research Station, lys. 11

lystofte, Denmark

E. Strand, Dept. of Farm Crops, Agricultural NLH 53

University, As, Norway

T. T6masson, Agricultural Research Institute, Ice. 8*

Keldnaholt, Iceland

The Rise Collection, Roskilde, Denmark Rise 42

(provided by many persons)

Total 1029

* Only three are.real Icelandic varieties, two originate from the Faroe Is-

lands but were grown on Iceland for about 40 years, and the last three

are Swedish varieties.

- am5. m m m m l m n r m
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A hundred came from other continents and about 20 are of unknown

origin. A few of the varieties were provided from more than one

source, and in that way have supported the results found.

Only 'CI 6944' from Afghanistan is to be mentioned separately.

It is provided by B. Nilsson, Sweden, as the most susceptible

line ever seen (pers. comm.). For this reason it was used as

parent for the investigation of the inheritance of the resist-

ance in the variety 'Zita'.

The pathogen used for inoculum in the field constituted a popu-

lation as it came partly from infected seeds in the collection

of barleys received and partly from a heavily infected sample of

'Lami' barley (KNUDSEN, 1980). The inoculum was propagated in

'Lami' and 'CI 6944' without selection. A monospore culture was

isolated from 'Carlsberg II' (Ax-48, 1977) at Riso for inocula-

tion using the "sandwich method" in the greenhouse (see below as

wellas KNUDSEN, 1986, who also used a culture from this mate-

rial). This culture may not necessarily be a part of the above-

-mentioned population.

In 1982 and 1983 about 1,000 and 180 varieties and lines were

inoculated in the field, respectively. 7went - ., . krrtls CFf

each were space sown in two rows of one m. Four rows of a 1:1

mixture of the infected 'Lami' and 'CI 6944' were -;own it

ends of the rows with test-barleys. The h; m.Ie area Was sFUL r ur.? l

ed by a 2.5 m belt with infected 'Lami' rhis qav:' a high r .-

lum potential and close to 100% infectin' v,, , . .i 6

most susceptible varieties.

Twenty-five to 30 randomly selected splke; of eath var!.

line were harvested. This was subsequent i , f, f

stripe reaction in the qreenhouse at room temperatire. lbe ! ke-

nels were germinated in an incubator on mnistened filter paper

after the method of PORTER (1939), but modified to 9-10 da% 5 .

9-10oC (c.f., e.q., TFVTOTDALE and HAIL, 1976) aftr verifi7-

tion of the method in order to ensure the highest pon;sible letei

of attack. lhirty of the pregfrminated k,,inf , ... awr

peat-rich soil in 16 cm pots withnut :' '
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the barleys from the 1982 inoculation, and 25 kernels per pot

were sown in four replicates for the test of those from the 1983

inoculation (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. A general impression of the arrangement of experiments

for screening resistance to barley leaf stripe in the greenhouse.

Inoculation with the monospore culture was performed by placing

150 healthy, untreated seeds between two mycelium-over-qrown

agar plates (the "sandwich method" (Fig. 2)) (cf. SHANDS, 1934;

HUSTON and OSWALD, 1948; KNUDSEN, 1986). After germination as

mentioned above, the plants were transferred to the peat-rich

soil in 28.5 x 46 cm trays without replicates. One hundred and

seventy-nine barleys were selected for this'test.

The plants were kept free from powdery mildew by spraying with

Bayleton (25% triadimefon WP) both in the greenhouse and in the

field. This fungicide does not affect the uttack of leaf stripe.
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Fiure 2. Germinating barley seeds between two mycelial layers of

a monospore culture of Drechslera graminea, i.e. the sandwich method.

The percentage of attack was measured at growth stage 10-10.5

(cf. LARGE, 1954/55) in the greenhouse, but in the last experi-

ment with varieties and lines in the greenhouse where the attack

was also measured at stage 1-2.

Several experiments have revealed an almost cont inuous var iat ior,

from full susceptibility to full resistance to leaf stripe amory(

the barley varieties, leaving the impression that several or

many genes may be involved (cf. KNUDSEN, 1980: 5MEDEGAARD-PFT[R-

SEN and JORGENSEN, 1982). It is, however, difficult to anal\!;

the inheritance as the disease severity can be ot ,!oed ,,t, I f,

terms of per cent diseased plants or ability to esape the din-

ease. Ihis makes differentiation in f1 and f 2 impossible. hItni

problem may be overcome by using chromosome-redoubled monoplolds)

from an F 1  (the bulbosum-technique which makes it possible to

obtain completely homozygotic lines (JENSEN, 1977)). The aria-

lyses of inheritance may then be made on the nec ssar nriumber tI

plants of each genotype and repeated under d if ferrentf cond1t in:'.

(the details are given in Chapter 5).
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As far as possible, the barley varieties and lines are set up in

a number of pedigrees according to their closer relations. These

are conferred with pedigree registers and outlines of inherit-

ance (STARK, 1948; AUFHAMMER et al., 1958, 1968, 1976; HORNE,

1959 and following years; WIEBE and RIED, 1961; TORP et al.,

1978; BAUM et al., 1981, 1985; ARIAS et al., 1983; MULTIMAKI and

KASEWA, 1983; LARSEN, 1986) and personal communications from

several breeders (Figs 6-12). These figures are formed as chess-

boards, and the barleys are listed alphabetically (Tab. 3) in

order to make it easy to find their position in the figures. For

instance, Alfa 9:1A means that this variety occurs at position

1A in Fig. 9. Underlined positions (Tab. 3) indicate where the

ancestors to a variety or line is given. Varieties or lines

marked with an asterisk in the table and surrounded by a dotted

line in the figures were not tested in the present investiga-

tions.

Differentiation of levels of resistance or susceptibility was

limited to the following rough scale due to the amount of

plants tested of each variety or line:

% diseased

plants Des ignat ion

0-<5 Highly resistant when the barley

had this level in both tests

0-5 Resistant when the barley was

only tested after field inoculation

6-15 Moderately resistant

16-40 Susceptible

41-100 Highly susceptible

The first two levels are taken strictly. Between the three last

levels there may be some overlapping. This is taken into consid-

eration in the pedigree analysis - especially concerning the oc-

curring additive effects.

- - mjmrmmkmm m--m • mmmmm mm
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3. SYMPTOMS

3.1. Results

Barley leaf stripe is a one-year-cycled seed-borne disease for

the reason that D. graminea can be transferred only from one

plant to another via the seeds. Further, the disease can develop

only if the fungal hyphae via coleorrhiza reaches the embryonic

leaves before the seminal roots break through coleorrhiza during

germination (cf. SKOROPAD and ARNY, 1956; PLATENKAMP, 1976).

These peculiar requirements for attack are very sensitive to en-

vironmental conditions and constitute the reason why the most

characteristic feature of leaf stripe is the ability to escape

the disease and why resistance or susceptibility can be measur-

ed only as a percentage of attack or escape. It has been said in

this connection that the resistance appeared to be a form of

hypersensitivity (SKOROPAD and ARNY, 1956; SMEDEGAARD-PEERSEN,

1976).

Generally, the disease is characterized as systemic in the sense

that all parts of a sick plant contain the fungus and may devel-

op the symptoms, and further that these plants are smaller

(stunted), paler green, less vigorous than the healthy ones, ind

sterile.

These facts were also valid in the present investigations hut

with characteristic exceptions, especially concerning the very

resistant varieties and lines.

Regarding the resistant barleys, it is not only obvintin tha

they are better able to escape the disease, but also that at

least the most resistant varieties have the ability to get rid

of a leaf stripe attack once attracted (Tab. 2). Besides this,

our studies of the inheritance of the Vada-resistance (cf. Chap-

ter 5) disclosed that the very few attacked plants in the

highly resistant lines - instead of the common leaf stripe symp-

toms - displayed unique, characteristic symptoms under certain

conditions. The leaf stripe became visible only as P sinqle,

narrow, yellow streak an the middle o the IuaI b i 'ire, anld this
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9I,

Figure 3. The common symptoms of barley leaf rtripe on the

redoubled monoploid No. 97 with the growth type of 'Zita'.

streak did not always reach the brown s'tage. Plant s with that

symptom were darker green than the healthv' nes1 and rather

dwarfed than merely stunted, as was the ease with plants with

the common leaf stripe symptoms (Fiq. 41). Farther, these plants

tillered in many cases in contrast to what is thP normal when 25

plants are qrown in 16-cm pots. The shonts did riot extend unless

the plants were transplanted to other pots, however. there they
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either died, continued tillering or developed into normal plants

either with or without weak leaf-stripe symptoms. These symptoms

were later found also in other highly resistant barleys.

Table 2. Examples of barley varieties getting rid

of leaf stripe once attracted.

Percentage of plants

with symptoms at

Variety
stage 1-2 stage 10-10.5

Uffe Sejet 4.4 0

Koru 5.2 0

Modia (two samples) 5.6 0

Georgie 9.9 0

Valkie 11.1 0

Regarding the susceptible barleys, the diseased plants developed

the leaf stripe symptoms (Fig. 3) with the exception of a few

plants that died early in the development and of a few others

where the disease was not systemic as one or two shoots extended

and produced an ear. We were, however, unable to distinguish

whether or not any difference occurred in this respect concern-

ing the levels of susceptibility.

As in the case of susceptible barleys, plants in the highly re-

sistant varieties may die early in the development, even before

or soon after the seedling leaves emerge. This tendency seems

even more pronounced in these cases.

Plants of the susceptible barleys may also be oppressed or

dwarfed, and the result of a transfer of su(h plants to other

pots could hardly be distinguished from that with the tillering

dwarfs of the highly resistant barleys. These cases were rare

exceptions and not the rule.

The dwarfing-tillering symptom was most pronounced in the pots,

less in the trays, and barely distinguished in the field.

-mo
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Figure 4. Comparison of the common and the dwarfing symptoms of

barley leaf stripe. Left, the redoubled monoploid ('Zita' x 'CI

6944') No. 94 with common symptoms on the bunch to the right.

Right, the redoubled monoplold NO. 35 with the dwarfing symptoms

on the bunch to the right. Type of growth is that of 'CI 69441.

3.2. Discussion

RAVN (1900) described the barley leaf stripe symptoms so clearly

and in so much detail that it has never been improved on. Con-

cerning the susceptible barleys, our result-i are in complete

agreement.

In the description, RAVN (1900) presented figures as well as

drawings that show how much weaker and redured in height were

the diseased plants compared to the healthy ones. Several later

authors use the term "stunting" for this phenomenon (e.q.,

CHRISTENSEN and GRAHAM, 1934; ELLIS and WALLER, 1973; TEKAUZ and

CHEIKO, 1980). This indicates why the specification is invalid

-deisiI H R 
i l m i
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in connection with the dwarfing-tillering plants in the case of

attack in the highly resistant barleys (not considered in SKOU

and HAAHR, 1984).

Our observations of diseased plants with one or two healthy

shoots are in agreement with RAVN (1900) and DRECHSLER (1923)

who mention such cases in connection with a discussion of the

analogy of leaf stripe with the systemic smut diseases of cere-

als.

Our results indicate that complete resistance or immunity to

leaf stripe hardly exists, as even plants of the most resistant

barleys may be attacked. However, when this happens both host

and pathogen struggle because of the mutual effects. In this

connection, the impression was often given that the dwarfing-

tillering plants formed only lateral shoots. The explanation for

this might be a killing of the main shoot at the stage of dif-

ferentiation. This suggests a close agreement with SMITH (1929)

who summarized his results 1) in death/when meristem was invad-

ed, 2) in leaf stripe when there was a lateral invasion, and 3)

in escape. He noted in this connection that "death may come with

varying speed, leaf stripe may be developed to varying degrees,

and escape may be temporary or permanent". For these reasons

there may be transitions between the three possibilities which

may lead to the situation we observed. Further. it points to Lwo

types of escape: 1) the case where the plants appea, heslthy

during the whole growing period, and 2) when plants get rid of

the disease once attracted (cf. Tab. 2 and Chapter ').

CHRISTENSEN and GRAHAM (1934) note that deviations from the sy ,-

temic attack were due to the varieties in question rather . ),

to the isolate of the pathogen applied. Stunting was more ro-

nounced in 'Svansota' than in 'Minsturdi', but they found con-

siderable evidence that the degree of stunting was influenced by

the race of pathogen involved (cf. KNUDSEN, 1986). The degree of

stunting could probably also be influenced by the growing condi-

tions as we found less stunting of the infected plants under the

controlled conditions in the greenhouse than in the field; fur-

thermore, it is likely that the degret! of st(iting i., affected

dim. mmm mmm m m mimmm
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by the attack on the root system (cf. RAVN, 1900; STI /NtR,

1934).

The inoculum potential and the incubation conditions influence

the results strongly. The stronger the conditions, the more

severe will be the seedling infection and post-emerqence death

(ELLIS and WALLER, 1973) and the lesser the escape. So, in orr

experiments, the inoculation in the field followed by testing in

the greenhouse appeared less intensive than did the inoculat ion

using the sandwich method.

Finally, it is questionable if the disease can occur to a larger

extent in a latent stage and in this way cause yield loss as

found by ZADE (1932). At least, we have not found these results

verified anywhere.

4. SCREENING FOR RESISTANCE

4.1. Results

4.1.1. Disease screenin

The barley samples received had not been seed dressed with chem-

icals for disease control in prior years; this gave us the first

possibility for a rough screening for resistance to leaf stripe.

In the following years, all 1029 barleys were screened in the

greenhouse on the basis of inoculation in the field as described

under Material and Methods. The most severe attacks on the bar-

leys in these experiments were then set up in groups with 5%

differences in attack (fig. 5). This shows that a larqe number

of the barleys had a considerable degree of resistance. Not less

than 436 (42.4%) had 10% attack or less, a:nd of these 69 16.7%

were not attacked at all.

One hundred and sixty-six of the most resistant of these harleys

(0-5% attack) and 13 others that were more or less susceptihIe

were selected for testing with the sandwich method. Of these

barleys 43.6% - mainly those without atteck after the field in-
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Figure 5. Distribution of 1029 and 166 barleys plotted as to level of at-

tack with barley leaf stripe in the greenhouse, (0) upon inoculation in

the field, and (0) upon inoculation with the sandwich method, respectively.

oculIa t ion - were still highly resistant. Too avary inq ext ent

many were more susceptible under these conditions than aftePr t hef

field inoculation, and only one had significantly less attack.

4.1.2. Pedigree analyses

As hundreds of the northwest European barley!; are more (it

closely related we had here a good possibilit to see if the re-

sults obtained exhibited any line or lines of inhrritancer of

reaction to barley leaf stripe. Towards this n. i mc w e r,! v p

barleys according to their closest relait~ro-; i:4

formed as chess-boards (Figs 6-12). We then list-d nlrhahetrfal)-

ly the tested barleys as well as those untested but mentinnf:. ir,

the pedigrees (Tab. 3) in order to fac~litzote the f i - !rin o f

their positions. For each variety and line the percentane at nf-

tack is given after the name or number, and t'he figures for i n-

oculation in the field and for inoculat ion in the saodwich ten!;t

are separated by an inclined guoin: field i nonc u I at i onn/sa nd w ich

inoculation. The result presented in the pedigree is the same

as that occurring in the sample that was, provitded di~octlv from
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the breeder in the few cases where there were significant dif-

ferences between two or more samples of the same variety.

4.1.2.1. Highly resistant barleys

Only twenty-one (fifteen descend from 'Vada' or 'Minerva', two

from 'Opal' and 'Seger', two from a Bohemian landvar., one from

a Finnish landvar., and one as contamination in 'Kenia') of the

more or less interrelated northwest European barleys may he re-

garded highly resistant when this term is limited to those with

less than 5% (max. 4.9%) attack after both methods of inocula-

tion. Quite a number with this level of resistance were found in

other sources (Tabs 4-6), however.

A. 'Vada' derivatives. Fifteen of these highly resistant barleys

may be traced back to a cross made in 1928 (DROS, 1957) in the

Netherlands between 'Svalbf Gull' (Gold, Guld, Kulta) and Hor-

deum Zaeviqatum (a so-called botanical species, taxonomically a

nomen invalidum), the donor of the Laeviqatum powdery mildew re-

sistance (Figs 6:4-5A and 7:4-5A). The cross resulted in the

varieties 'Vada' (Fig. 6:1-8A), and 'Minerva' (Fig. 7:1-BA) of

which the former never became attacked in our experiments and

the latter had 10% attack after field inoculation.

'Gull' 14/52 (F ig. 6:5A and cf. lab. 3) was susceptible in our

screenings. Besides being parent of 'Vada' and 'Minerva', it was

parent of the sister varieties 'Opal', 'Kenia' and 'Maja'. Fur-

ther, the pedigree analysis disclosed it as parent in several

other cases but it resulted in no cases in highly resistant va-

rieties. A line of H. laeviqatum was also included in our

screening where it came out with 15% leaf stripe after field in-

oculation. So, the high resistance could neither come from this

line. In the pedigree analyses, H. laeviqatun appeared further

in two cases, namely in one where 'Gull' 14/52 x H laevigatum

(Fig. 9:2CE) ends up in an untested variety and in another where

'Jo 0758' x H. laeviqatum gave the highly resistant 'Jo 1341'

4/1 and the significantly more susceptible 'Jo 139413/- (Fig.

Ilb:BAB). 'Jo 0758' is untested but back in the ancestors occur

'Bethge II' 7/- which is related to hiqhly resistant varieties

mm ••- mm•mm m m•m m
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Table . List of barley varleties and lines in the figures of pedigree and tables. underlined Postlions

in the pedigree figures indicate ihere the ancestors are presented. Untested barleys are marked with an

asterisk, Barleys in brachets are mentioned only in the teat. The parents of some varieties and lines

of supplementary interest for the relations in the pedigrees are inserted in brachets after the varie-

tal name, The accession number of the bairleys in our collection Is given in brachets.

Varieties and lines Figures / Tables varicties and tines Figures / Tables

* hbacus 6:5F * 8/78-1 7:ICb

* Abed 0625 IOyg 191 e Carlsberg
3 )  

6:A u0E *aladi 16 9:5A 9:68

Long Giumes x ;mi I LoWe) Baider W (260, 1066) 6:2AB 6:70f 7:78 6:2C

* Abed 3371 6:58C ?:8C0 8:48C 8:5C 9:StE 9:i£

APed Archer (21S) 12:3C0 10.2 i:F

Abu sitniun (5 881 labs lo, Ii balk n (589) lab.

Abyssinian 39 (782) Tab. 10 Bavaria, Ackerm. (488) 9:50B 10:6-70E

Adoiphe aungener. Secobra (444 Tab. 8 Ba (A64) l1b:5-6CD Tab. Ii

Agio. Cebeco (4lu) 9:10 9:390 (Bearer, t:. Plush)

Agneta So. (834, 1025) lla:20 Tab, 9 aenedlcte W (1069) 8:40E

(Ak Sinriki) p. 40 Bente W (lO1, L07S) :b

Akka W (921. 1055) 9:70 corns. Cereal St. Eire (ob) 9:(or

Albert W 4A0. 958) 9:600 lab. 11 * Restehorn Dlamant 10:LLQ 10: A

Albert ausser, Secobra (43) tab. 8 Beth e 1Ii. - ) 12:,-§C

AlboiOn a (1059) 8:3C0 Tab. II Betng* 1i1 (491) llb:7A 12:7-80

Ai, Carlsb. (89) 7:59 tab. 11 * Bethg. 1i, mutant 12:8D

Alfa. St. Kontrol. (250) 9:0I_ Setnge XI (492) 12:.78'

Algerian (624) 9:7EF 10:7E * aena 6:2

A AIi. 297 (Proctor a Ingrld) 7:5C Betes 199) 12:BCD

la So. a959, 1026) 6:1CD 6:38 Tab. a s (Ct 6998) 12:bCc los. 1)

.Am, Ilb:3A Blnder Abed (2611 6:2C1 8:0A 8:2b 6:00

.U .er. smooth-amned 10:40E 8:58 9:0A 10:1-2A

Amset Heine (779) l0:9gC 1:6A 10:18C

* Andle l1a:28 (Binder Abed 12 (481)) P. 45

Ant1 Selet (7531 7:1 loinder Abed 55 1482)) P. '5

Anna Abed (860) 6:4E tab. 11 One PF (035, 7:76

Anoldlum (628) Tab. 8 airgltta Sv. (656, 1024) 7:6(F 8:600 10:AB

Ansgar a (19, 1060) 2:3-41C 9:5E lb. II Tao. 1t

Arabian 1799) 9:18 9:38 131 rka W (861 9:2 lb. (i

Aramirl Ceteco (842) 7:5AB 9L:LC Tab. II 80rne (45, 9881 1L630(

* Archer 12:20 12:30 Slack Hull-less (625) Tabs 8, I

archer 23 (25.1 i2:2bC Black nal-less I 2277) (891) lab, 0, II

Archer 35 (257) 12:10 * Black kern. 2r. 7:IAB

Archer 217 (258) 12:2E Black Russian (763) Tab.

Archer, stff stra (259) 12:28E Black sooth-Unnd (76, Tat.

* Archer Goidthorpe 4-51 12:2A B.de, vaganes haley ( 7Oll) 110 2, Ta.

(Irish Archer x Goldthorpe) * Aoherian l-CI.0. .2:, :l

Arlan. ICt 2524) 4760) Tab. lO Boat Abed (78) 7:5

Ar aal P (1819651 6:50E 9:7A lab. 1i 9100- S.. (206:, 85:'. 19)1
Aria 8 (79t 10953) :60 8:.!9IU 9:7a8 lo:t8C ]Ia:4AB l;.4:,E

SArts "I 8:5F ib:3CO labs 9. It

arlington (87) Tab. a B Bordia 6:6SC 6:6DE

-relhe 6:5C Brage Sn. (263, 1323) 12:69

Arrat, o. (To 118) (94a) Ilb:AB lab. 9 Ereans Frnken Ill (.94) 9:76C

Aspiund So. (13) 1O:i8 tla:iA8 ila:lDE * Cleuns Heinrich 0 9:801c

lla:C0o la:o0E breuns Wisa (86) i0:2)F

l1b:6C lab. 9 Bremers Favorite (221) lab. 9

Allan (620) Tabs tO, 1i Otto SV. (06) Tat. Ic

IAustralan Chevallier) p. 54 8yg 191 (l1t) 6:5O 7:100 7:2C 9:2EF

(Australian Early) P. 5. 9:5c 4;'E 9:00

(Australische Ffthe) P. 59 £a'a PF (A62) (a: ( It

Continues newt page
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Table 3 continued

Varieties and lines Figures T Tables Varieties and lines Fiqures / tables

* Cambrinus 9:3DE Orost PF (3)3) 1LO(C

Caton (420) 12:214 Drost A PF (710) 10:1C

Carina. Ackr,.. (863) Tab. 8 Drot PF (272) It:6-7AB

Carlsberg, Carisb. (265) 6:3EF 6:48 9;26C 9:6EF * DS 295 11a:40

!0:56 7:L. E tab. Iti Dks SSJet (823) 10:5AB Tab. It

Carlsbeg 11, Carish. (A4) 10:58 Duplex (619) labs 8, I

* Cer.s 6:6C Donnes (274) Tab. 10

Cerise, RPe UK (864) 6:4D Earl, PI UK (415, 6:3C 8:IC 12:3C

Charlottetu,, uu (13) I.b. 8 Lida Sv. (4) tt.;JU Ilt:T/A lb 9, it

Chovalliet (267) ID:IDE 12:2EF 12:6CO Edda i Sv. (451, 1020) 11a:2BC Tabs 9, 11

Che-aIlter II Sv. (157) 12:6C Elbo PF (794) 6:8 (O:7C

Chevailler Ty5. (266) 12:6A8 Emir, Cebeco (785) 6:3E 9:3C Tab. 11

Chevron (Cl ill) (622) Tabs 10, i English Archer (459) 12:I1C

Cheyney (269) lob, 5* Englis land-an. I?:Ico

Chinese Black (Cl 1969) (a90) tab. 1i Erbil (695) Tab. 8

Chirley (?48) tab. 5 Erfr ter 1395 (223) Tat.. 8

Cl 3M9 (848) Tabs 4, 11 Erie (621) Tabs 8, I1

C -623 (809, A-4) t,,l,- 4. II Erika, SchweLgers (554) 10:7B

Cl 6948 Chapter 5 Etu, Jo. (928) La:a4 lib:9A Tab. 9

Cilia W (865, 1058) 0:3C tab. 11 Europa, eoe FRG (868) 9:3D Tab. 11

* Clara 5 8:30 8:40 9:8C 9:8E * Europa (Neth.) !: TC

Claret, LPS UK (866) 6:6E Faa SE . (1021) 8:7C 10:38

Claudia, I. Htidenr. FRG (867) 670 Tab. 11 Fan 12:6L

Clermont, INRA France (820) 6:6CD lla:50E Tab. 9 Fero, Otofte (276) 9;l6

Club arliout Tab. 8. p. 77 Ft 672 (993) 11a:4LC 11L:4-SC Tat). 9

* Coast (introduced fo. spat.) ltb:5-E Finne (5), 975) Tab. I

* Cotsess (Coast x Success) l1b:6F, p. 56 * Finnish (andoar. Ila:IA lIa:6DE

Colsess IV (472) labs 8. I)1 Fhons (961) 70. 10

Coapna (Cl 5438) (732) labs 1O. 11 Fischers Wlrchenbiatter 1I (505) tab. a

Cornutua (CI 2215) (845, 891) labs 0, 11 Fischers WlrChenblattel 1I1 (506) tab. 8

Criewoner N.Z. (497) tab. iO Firibecks Itt (506) 6:7CO 7:TAB 10:2EF

Creener 96 (.98) Tab. 10 tab. 11

Cs'l..rns 403 8496) 1O:Ot 10:7-b Flavina W (1062) 9:4C Tab. 11

* Crusader 6:38C Flynn (475) Tabs 8,11

D Dapl(r .Res.arch a 0111) 10:5E Flya (603. 999) Tab. 10

Dana. Carish. (7315 10:60 Frea S, (777, 1022) 0:5CO

* Danish Iandvar. 12:2EF Torus, Lord. .. ,may 973) l1a:C Tab. 9

Danple Carisb. (898) 10:60 Forus Bonus (1007) Ia:I)E Tab. 9

Danubia, Acker-. (275. 500) 9:51C 10:6-70 Franks Wobrnloher (507) 12:80C

0.b Abed (951) 6:78C 9:4 10:78 1O8C Frankenthaler Pflizer (508) Tab. 5

Deficiens (781) Tab. 10 Freja SV- (278, 903, 1018) 8:IAB 10:081 Tab. it

De 698 (968) laA81 W1:8A itb:6SA * Frisia 6:6E 1la:2E

tab. 9 Frag (605) (Ia:C l Ia:31C 1):AC

* Delta 9'1 tab. 9

Dan,. Abed (435) 7:7-88C 10:78C Galore (CA.N. 1126) (409, 609) Ilb:SE Tab. i

Viacant (273) i2:2EF Gasell 8 (1067) 8:54a 9:AC

Dtna Abed (836) IotVC lab. Ii Gatasl (Cl i4l3) (88) labs 7, It

Don, Noystad Norway (601. 962) 9:2EF 1i8:9A Georgia ReP UK (830) 6:5A8 Tabs 2, 11

11,: lla:-7-A Georgina, Schweigers oes- 9:2-18C

lib:4A Tab. 9 burger (541)

Oonl.. Aekera. (483) 7:78C 9:3AB Elite PF (824) 9:'T

Dor Sv. (49) 0:3C lII:lF Glabron (460) Ilb:6D Tab. It

Dornburger Era (501) 1O:70E Gjabron (Ct 6577) (676) lab. 11

Dorsett (A61) labs 7, il Goidkorn S. 178 (569) Tab. 8

Drake Sv. (271) 10:5A Golden Archer (288) 12:3DE

Continues neat page
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Teble 30 continued

Verieties end lines Figures /Tables Varieties and lines Figures, Tables

Golden Drmp (28). 284) 12:50E Tab. 11 antta W (295. 85u) 7:1D 7:20 8:20V 8;540

Golden meeion (285) 12:60E 9:40 9:5C 9,:0 9:08

Golden Prumise, eiln 121 1832) 11:2sc 10:7D J1(:30 iit:20t

*Goldfail 7:13C Tab. IT

Goldthtorpe (286) 12:SCI Hje. Aepo ()Oifl li2A0

Golt, ROe 06 (lode) 6:1Hja. tern (013) 7.6C lla:2-308 l~a:60

Goliet. Vorue Corwey 1600, 964) iia:3t iib:20 Tab. 9 oja. P0460 (9i4) lla:6CD Tab. 9

*Gotiand leodner. 10:2-3A Hja. 673 (9il) lla:3C Tab. 9

(Granet) p. 63 * ja. 1225i ((a:38C

Guma Abed (a2e) 9:81E Tel. 11 Hje. 60308 (919) ila:37bC

*Gall, mutent 0:6CC aja. 701805 (9i6) i1a:60t Tel. 9

Gull Sn. (Gold, Guld, Xulta) 6:5A 7:5-60 7:60C 8:160 Hja. 713u41917) LI-oWC Ton. 9

(855. loi9) 0:5A 9:50 9:2-3CO 010. 72002 (915) liu:7-38C

10:5-68 10:36 il:IC ala. 77061 (9101 I1a:6A

i0:2D ila:2CD Iib:6C 0 diutIchun L. 1239) Tab. 6

Tel. 11 0 diutichuM L. (3507 Tab. 6

Gunlild PV (040) 9:7EV Tab. 11 H d,ntchum 1. (306) Tab. 6

Gunille Sn. (1016) 7:6E 8:720 0 distichun L. n. detfcn (42(1) Tab). 7

Gunner Sn. (1070) Ila:7C H) diutichT L. v. n191> Tub. 6

a. 1035 (976) l11:50 Tab. 9 a t-t (201)

H . 2109 (nelnes noise I 6:4C H diutihun L. nsp. rec, (206) Tab. 6

, Heine SO1) HI heuautrcu ((09) Tab. 7

* . 4242 6:3CD 0 (aevgatun (7TA) 6:4-5A 7:4-5A 9:2-3Dt

H. 0139 (971) 6:202 (1b:8A0

6. 181-09 (972) Ila:SEV Tab, 9 H tarolnpiu (34) Tan.7

Hafola, Cerlsn. (692) (0:40 q -nt-vu inns. ((0):32

Hag. C ((052) (2:26 TI spontanrut eilde. roesistent 9,620

nailkoa (511) Tab. 0 M If - -u.naoulI. 200 (0:50

(Oelikongente (512)) p. 56 HI tetrauTlcu n. aoq9r. (6) Tab. 6

Hanne (513) 0:78 10:6A 10:10 0 tetrautn-um v. Cl~fF Cnn. (170) Tab. 6

lea:7-OC Tab. I1 0 vulgafe (136) Tab. 7

Oconnchen (392, 393) 8:111C 10:7A Top- 11 0 Iulqdre (I39) Tab. 6

Holda M (11050) 0:3.4EV 0,6C N vulgare (160) Teb. 7

Oernbenley (5161 Tel). 7 H, Vo1gare L., niolet, necket (157) Teb. 7

Marry V (870) 0:5EV Tel. 11 II vulgare L.. violet, naCket (173) Tab. 7

.. ,essn 9:3C 9 Vulgare 1. v. hen. (90) Tan. 7

Hcala. Celeco (871) 7:560 Teb. It 0 vulgare, racket (0) Tan. 6

neils Franker (selen. fra& 8:alE 10:621 10:6-7E O vularen. narolepiu (106) Tab. 7

Vranknnlan baniey) (517) H -ol9.r. n. -9-r ((6$) Tan. 6

(Nis HTenn (616)) p. .r Nv~ac - ..1 -p:qn:. (100) Tab. 7

Hnedol Sn- (790) 11:6-70 * P 506 (Halle 2089 . 0553 6.50 u:na

Hemine 0553 (cf. HP 5466 bot.. 11:80 Humes Archer (015) 12:.2ET

Manine 4800 l0:6C Mornings Sueeergersir (523) Tau, 6

nelnes Fio. 1625-56 6:00-V Ida W (072. (0501 0SVS Tab, 11

Hnines Nane (a. Hanna 10:60 Imeendorfer Cerdus (520) Tan.a

. MaHs 1) (519) Impala, CCO Mt (700) 9:3E (0:3fV

MaOins, Halse 10:6EF Impenia (?97) I0:(t 10:3E (271.0

a eines acme I 11:3EV 10:5EV 10:60C Improved Arinef (Ci 7536) (906) Tan.

l0:0C loge Abed (1071) 7:4CC

amines "mies it (eal) 10:4EV Tob. 11 Ingrid W (605, 1047) 6:0CC 7:1E 7:2CC

ae.ee anne (CI 9932) (COT) 11:AEV I0:5EV 10:68@ 7:30 0:844 0:2CC 9:SE

Welles Sr. (857. 10M0 7:5OE 7:50E 9:50C 9:0EV l(0:2C 11b:20

lobs 9, 11 Tab. 11

aote (520) 10:6-3A *Ingrid M
1 
W 8:51

Here. Voilebe Menrsey (16. 9861 ile:ICO Tab. 9 t Ignid 09 W :3.4CC

Continoes rent page
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Table 3 continued

Vaibites and lines Figures Tabies Varieties and lines Figures T rables

This ((Nora x WMR 11) 7:5C Jo 1347 (957) flb:7BC

x (Voldagsen x ingrid)) Jo 1352 (954) 1Ib:300 Tab. 9

Inka (680) Tab. 10 Jo 1364 (958) 11W7A8

Invincible, Gartons (225) 12:60E Jo 1372 (959) l1b:7AB

Io.a H (413) Tab. 7 Jo 1381 (943) I1b:4A

Irish Archer (298) i2:28C Jo 1394 (942) Iib:8A8

Irish Goldthor e 10:20 Jotun. Norway (300. 1003) 8:80c

(sarla, Ackerm. (299, 484) 8:2C0 9:28 9:38 9:48 Jonn. P1(875) 6:980

9:8 9:60E 9:08 10:20 Juli Aed (58) 1(9:90 Tab. It

10:4E 10:5E 10:70 Jupiter, P8) UK (876) 6:20F tab. It

10:7A8 10:80E * Jimtland landvar. ((a:t0f

Ishtar (CI 1615) (889) Tabs 5, 11 KaJsa Sv. (102) 1a2DE

J J. 5 7:5C (Kaikreuter) 0. 63

J 1534 (1010) 8,80 Kamet Mugi (M1 2253) (846, 892) Iabn 11

Jadar, FOrUS Norway (57, 1014) 119:30 Ke.r, Hja. (910) 9:28

Jadar Ii, ForuS Norway (607, 985) 11a:30 Tab. 9 Kenla Abed (301) 6:600 7:38C 9:!-.8B

J Jae-bygg 11a:5E 9:11D 9:2-3C 9:60

J3re. Vollebek Norway (996) 110:4C Tab. 9 10:28 10:48 1O:60

3,ar SeJet (873) 7:28C 10:6C ((9:7.80

Jenny Sv. (874, 1028) 7.5[ Tab. 11 Keti, Carlsb. (1073) 7:L

J Jessica Sv. 6:2C0 Kilts, Jo. (929) (0:'0 lab. 9

Jet (from Ethlooia) (465) 1lb:2B Tab. It Kindred (466) Tab 10,11

* Jo 0263 lb:68 Klementina (922) tao, 10

Jo 0490 lib:2C llb:3E kneifei (526) 9:AB 10:5A 10:8E

Jo 0559 ib:7AB KOOSdorfer fr. lays (531) 1... 7

Jo 0599 11b:7C0 KO9U, APO UK (877) 6:0D Tab. 2

To 0650 Lib:3 RtnPLs 8(9d (5281 lab. P

Jo 0662 lb:3E Krediers Oberphilzer (530) tab 8

Jo 0717 l1b:3EF K im baley 8:9EF 10:7-8E

30 0720 iib:78C Kristin. Sv. (798, 891. 1017) 7:200 7:5Er 110:4A

Jo 0738 l1b:89 11a:700 lwbS 9, 11

1. 0714 11b:7C0 KIon PF (302) 10:40

Jo 0877 ib:20 K ngs 0.0:

Jo 0888 Lb:2C K-n (6231 Tobs 10, it

* Jo 0893 l1b:20 Las) Sejet (818) 7:288 Tab. It

Jo 1012 (940) l1b:20 Tab. 9 L 19shkgo tibetansky 110:7-880

Jo 1082 (935) i1b:6AB Lauda 6:80

Jo 1103 (938) (1b:4D0 Lents, CanIsb. (303) 10:288 10:48

Jo i119 (94i) lib:4E9 Lion (Black barbless) 1lb:5-60 (lb:SE

* Jo 1155 Llb:30 Lisa, As Norway (998) 11,:500 lIa:5EF Tab. 9

Jo 1182 (956) 1)b:70 LOa Abed (790) 6,5E 7:2E 7:3 lab. 11

•Jo 1215 lib;B:O Lane PF (797) 9:7D

Jo 1220 (952) ((b:2-30 Long Gluses (USA) (768) 6,300 7:4EF

Jo 1252 (947) 11b:90 Tab. 9 Lud 6:580C

Jo 1279 (946) llb:8A Tab. 9 Luke 6:18

la 1309 (951) 1lb:23DE Lyallur (706) 10:88 li.:5AB

Jo 1310 (950) 1(b:2-38 Ly1itpot 2 8:28 (:058

Jo 1315 (937) 1b:8C0 LO 1611 (969) 8:8

Jo 1316 (955) 11b:7-880 8 268 (1009) l1a:BC 1lb:s8 Tab. 9

Jo 1328 (999) I(b:408 8 63199 9:7F

J 13I0 (945) (10:900 Tltb. 9 * 85900 lah qvtTkls,s "'ed. 6, 680

JO (341 (956) Ib:8A x Quinn) x (altenw Hedes

J. 1343 (948) (ib:5E T0. 9 . Osiris, French))

Jn 1346 (939) ib:30C Magnum, MlBn UN (078) 6:688

Jo 134 (953) ltt,:2-3C (mahbogfter Hnna (536)) 8. 45

Continues neat Page
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Yaole 3 Continued

Varieties and lines Figures / Tables varieties and lines Figures / Tables

Naei Abed (304) 7:IC 7:4A9 7:68 8:6C Nery Sejet (4)il 7:2C Tab. 11

8670 9:26 10:,-846 Ne Cross (54S) 12:60

10:28C 10:2D 10:4C0 MeaI (441) Ib:6C Tab. 10

10:60C 12:4E * Migrate 9;3F 10:3E

Mal& Abed (793) 7:36C Tab. 11 Mordal, Carisb. (616) 10:6CO Tab. 1i

M Manchuria lib:5-60 (Nora -sari Nova) p 40

(Manohurtan . Manchuria (M)) Sotdlys, Vagines Norway (974) ll%:Lr r lb2A Tat. 9

* Manchurian landvar. ii:68C Norbottens Ilndvar. (0:4-5A 10:38C (I1-18

Mandolin, v.d.H. NL (879) 7:4A6 Tab. ii * Norwegian landyse. 6:88C hla:ICD

Marl Sv. (756, 853, 920, 1032) 7.66 7:600 86EF 10;38 O.A.C. 21 (select. fro Sand- Ia20E 11-5f

Ila:2A llaTA lla:7C shauri) (72) (1b:68C Tat , 1

lib:7A6 Tab, 11 Ochsenhauser Rla (548) Talr :0

Marls SaldriC. PSI UK (786) 8:1AB (Oderbrucker) p 17

Motoo n cllus
4 
(601) Tab. 10 001. Cas-Is. (980) 1.3 [

morocalne , Pailas
4 

(602) Tab. 10 Ogaliltsu (627) TaT. 1

Haskin, Moystad Norway (6021 8:2E) ila:lC iis:3C blli. Hja. (439) 10:1AB 11-1A h1a1oO

lla:6CO Tar. 9 1lb.0B 1lt, b t .L

Maythorpe, PSI UK (687) 10:28C Opal Abea (309) 1:b hrj-8.8 8:2([

* Maythorpe, elide, resistant 6:IEF COr 1.(flb 111-H,

Mentor Abed (679) 10:2D :U.:TD)

(Mattes Hanna (538)) p. .5 opal a 5. (310) O(r I 3a:3

Mianali (617) Tab. 10 Osiris (videglrd) (900) Tab 5

* Michigan 21. lib:50 otra, P8S TanIsto SF (909) 1:6) l a l 1t Th

Midas, Min UK (821) 6:?EF 6:4EF a 9

M lidew resistant A 6:10F paao. Jo. (930) ,1,2 20 bor,.

wileros, fonds 8VL NL (696) 7!1-8A 7:IF Pallas Sv (742, 1031) 7, 7 :, r0f I.09)

Mink Marls, PSI um (822) 9:A 9 , 4.50 1,1. 9. I:

. Manchuria) * Sandrel) Pannier (CI (330) (896) Ia. 0 II

(Minsturdi) A. 17 Patrick a (1065) Sr .1

airias Semt (840) 7,2A6 Tab. 11 * Pauline I 0
L

(MITIu..n Hanna (539)) p. 45 * PeatJand 1it 09

(Mea (67. 98)) p. 56 FVndo Pr (769) 10.70

Modl (Ci 248) (6(5. 647) Tabs 2, u II * Peragls 30 10:68

Mon. .. (615. 101) 7:60 Tab. II Peragis Seu-rcht (550) Tab. 8

Montcla (440) Tabs 10. 11 Peragis Saonia (551) Tab, I

Monte Cristo (618) 7:6CO 8:JCO 8:5C0 9:7BC Pernilla So. (1027) 7:6E 8r73

9:10 iIa:2CO Tab. ii Petti, lh:T

* Moosburger Mhitim 9:26C Peruvian (707) lab. 10

(Mo. ia (5.2)) P. 45 PF 203/7489 6:16C

* Moraniin land-ar. 10:10 C PF 203/7746 0. 1,

morgenrot, Nordsast (54) 10:4C0 Pf 12321 6:2B

eanasaki Mochi (CI 5899) (850, 695) Tabs 5. ii * PfJugs Intenst, (P:tf1

Mlers Messdorter GoldthorpO (563) 12:5C0 Pikko, HJ.. (318) 10:IA

M Mullets 069 6:7EF Pirkk. P65 Tanalsto Sf (908) (l(5:60 [i- F Tab. 9

markesort 310 1 14 (609) Tab. 6 * PirOl (050 lf):B 100'D

erkesOrt fT. V. (811) Tab. 6 Piroline, Heine (676) 6:6A8 9,:BC 9 51 lat, 1I

M.rkbsOri e,. (814) Tab. 6 (PIstyJarven) p. A3

No 75-276 (976) lib:i-SCO Tab. 9 Pk-M 5 (1005) 1b:58 Tat. 9

Maye, Maystad Noreay (805, 970) i1a4:AS Tab. ii P-P 58 (994) ((0:IA? Tab.

Naed Baley oSpAhlehbJ. Tab. 6 Pk-P 693 (992) Ilbr4B(

Oenmark) (556) * Plusage 12:2(
Sale Medaba 1736) Tab. 5 Pluasga Archer, Culnness n (22) 7:,3D 9.68C 10.6E (2:2D(

MAcke n. Nepal (9) Tab. A Plumage Archer 25 12.1[F

(NO-.) P. 67 Plush (Lion a East) (469) ((Cr60 Tab It

Continues neat page
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Table 3 continued

Varieties and lines Figures Tables Varieties and lines Figures / Tables

Polar (76, 1013) tab. 8 Sill PF (795) 9:5C

poo., an. i931 iia:30 lia:6E Tab. 9 6-roe, naked (12) Tab. 8

a Prentice 12:20 12:30 SJik (1000) Tab. 10

Prentice Abed (313) iO:SC i2:0DE Sold, As Norway (966) 7:60A

Prentice Tys. (312) i2:4C Sort byg (423) T.n. a

Presto Sv. (604) 110:nE Tab. 9 Spain (738) Tabs 10, II

Primus Sn. (1030) 10:3-4A tab. it Sporton (697) iIb:S0 Tab. ii

Pelaus IT So. (228) 10:3-A Tab. II * Spratt 12:28

PtInsesse Sn- (2321 12: 0 * Spratt Archer 8:i8C 12:2C 12:60

* Prior (syn. Australian Early a.o.) 10:40 IO:5E. p. 54 Spratt Archer 37-3 (416) 12:3A8

Prisca a (1056) 9:6Cb Tab. II Spratt Archer 37-a (3284 2:-38C

Proctor, P8l UK (596) 6:1C0 6:50E 7:3C 9:68 Spratt Archer 37-6 (432) 9:1BC 12:3)C

10:6DE Tab. II Standwell, Gartons (229) 12:6E

(Pr - oetz Hanna) P. 45 Stange, As Norway (960. 963) 7:6B

Puke w (316) 10:2-3A Stallar a (329) 10:20

Puke 11 W (3171) 10:-28 Stallar 11 W (407) 9:4AB

Rabat (614) Tab. 8 Stella Sv. ()137) Tab. 6

Reroca So. 41041) I0:5C0 Stensgld (330) Tab. 8

Rersum (319, 96s) Tab. 10 Sterling (334) 10:5D

negal 1865 40734 Ilb:6E lab. II Stewart (CI 61124 (896) Tabs 8, ii

Regal (Lion a a-r:chnrla
2 ) 

(C! 5030) p. 56, 81 Stlernebyg (796) Tab. 10

(Research, f- Dacpier) Strengs Franken (syn. of Strengs 8:2CD

(Re (veloet . nannchen4) p. 7 .adosttengl (556)

(Rex Abed (320)) p. 39, 40 74 Strengs Franken II (557) 8:20E

Rex II (429) Tab. 4 Strengs Franken 1l1 (558) 8:AOE 9:3CE

Ricaro (762) Tat. a Strengs Hadostreng (Hado a Streng) 8:2CD

Rigel Abed (321) 9:2AB 10:20 LO:6770 (559)

iia:0E7 Stanring (458) Tab. 8

Rika W (400, 1049) 6:38 8:AB 8:58 9:68 * ST 1119-59 12:10

10:70 Soltan. CeDeco (792) 9:210 Tab. II

Ringve, Vollebek Norway (1006) lia:4O Tab. 9 Sone Sejet (10774 7:2-30E

Roland W (1061, 1076) 6:5A8 Susan P, :081) 9:2D lab. II

Rupal SV. (817, 1040) 7:5CD Tab. 11 Suvl, Jo. (40 0747) (933) 11:28 lIT:38 lib:7)70

Rupee 7:00 5 So. 2148 6:2-08

Russian 2 1O:8E (So. 60210) p. 47

A 22 (select. ros Crimean 10:8E a S-. 60316 lle:SE

landvar., USSR) * So. 66433 (ct. p. 47) 7:307

Salka PF (806 6:10 6:88 9:20E tab. II Svlor (560) TO. 10

Sae So.(104i) 8:7EF 10:38 Swanhals Sv. (230, 1029) 8:78C I0:1cE IIa:7-8CO

Samay S.. (105) 9:8C (Svansota) p. 17

Scandlnanlan landvar. 7:6C0 10:2f Saallow meine (778) 9:48

Scots Acre (592) Tab. 10 Sirla W ()057) 11a:88 Tab. ii

Scots C...n ()593Y 12:35A (Serum (984)) p. 56

Scottlsche Annot (3201 Tab. S * Ta 00369 l1a:68 ilb:IE

aSeed temple IIa:IOE * Ta 05864 IIa:60 )lb:IF

Sager S. (SeJtr, Victory, 6:28C 7:0C 8:I8 10:3C * Ta b7990 Ila:2A

Vltto) (3234 10:4C Ila:CO 11:28C * TA b7990 (xR) ila:2AB

Sejet 51,1732 (678) 7:1C0 Tamml, PBS Tammist: SF (80, 907) 8:70E O:IB

Senat 5". (10304 9:5cO Tab. Ii lla:1AB lla:2

Seta SeJet (786) 7:18 C l1b:2A l)b:7C

(ShlnrIkl) p- 40 Te-par 4920) lab. 40

(Shirn Chnko) p. 40 Tseen Sv. (1078) 7:E

S1gr (929) Tab. 10 Teesu, Jn. (934) lib:28

SIl)r. Jo. (992) lb:28 Tab. 9 teIlus W (1064) 8:3-40E 8:58C 8:50E

Sila Se. (1039) 7:29C Tab. II Telua 01 W 8:68

ot noes next Page

madol.-• l i m i l m ~ ll i ilmml
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Table 3 continued

Varieties end line, Figuras / Table. Varieties and lines F( ures Tables

* Tell.s 1 8 :5C Voil (Breuns Wise 9: 8C 9:68C

* Tallus No f 6:5BC x Haines Hals 1)

Tern, HeMin. (803) 10:7-SC Tab. It (Vulk.) P63

* Tervakengas Ilb:78 Vyatka 1009 (88) I0

Tibetanle (568) tab. 8 VA 13002 (990) b:____8 Tab. 9

Titan (438) Ilb:60E Tab. 11 VA 14047 (1002) Ilb:lbC Tab. 9

Togo, Carlsb. (882) 7:5C Tab. It VA 17124 (1012) lb:C0 Tab. 9

(Tokushimae MochI) p. 40 V0 A7165 (997) llb;)D) Tab. 9

Torkal a (883) 9:70E Tab. 11 VI 17236 (995) Ilb:I Tab. 9

Trebl (CI 936) (446) llb:6E Tab. 1 n W 5853 9:8C 9:8F

Trebi (01 (473) Tab. 8 W 5925 12:1A8

Trebi 628 (474) Tab. 4 W 5926 (Proctor x (Balder * ((8ak- 9:7D

Trag] (462) l(b:60 Tab. 11 der x Opal) x (Proctor a Ingrd)))

* Triple an leaa 9:500 Warrior (Ci 6991) (900) llb:6EF Tab. II

Triop. (Truph, 00R) (884) Tabs 10. II • 4elhenOtephaV mlldew resist. I CP 10:2E 10:40

TrofiMovskaja (698) Tab. 4 (WMR I CP)

Tron SeJet (829) 9:4EF IO:3EF Tab. 11 weihenStephan mildew resist. 1I 7:7-aC0 (0:20 10:60C

Trysil (83) Tab. 7 (WMR 1I) (577) 10:7
B

(Trysil (979)) p. 4) h CelhenStepan mildew resist.. 0:4F

Tungs, Vollebek Norway (1004) Tab. 10 source unknown (WMR)

Tyra PF (825) 10:70 Tab. 11 * Welhenstepbhaner 259 (We)h. 259) 7:7C0

Tystotte 25 (84) Tab. 7 We15se Ertuter (570) tab. 5

Tystofte KOrS (62, 886) Tab. 5, 11 Welam W (633, 1048) 9:EFF Tab. 11

Uffe SeJet (1070) 7:2-3C0 Tab. 2 White Gataem (CI 920) (887) Tabs 4. 1

SUnlIkum Hind. llb:78C White Smyrna (579) Tabs 10, ii

* Union 6:4D 7:7-88 Wing W (804, 1046) 8:2AB 9:5EF Tab. It

* Universe 6:68 Wrong 6:10E

Vodo, Fonds BVL NL (721) 6:1-846 6:2CO 6:50 Tab. 1I u.rla. Sweden (580) Tab. 10

Valkie (629) Tab. 2. 6 Wi 5749 7:40

Vnnl. W (iTnl) Tah. A Yak 4aris, PR l (097) 9:41 9:6C Tab. II

* Venkk.ar !l!:!A llb:2AO lb:74 Yer Sv. (337, 1036) M0:4C 10:5C 10:SF

Ventage. Orandon (442) lb:6c Tab. I TrIbe, Oesprez (1072) 9:60

* Vetonga 7:30 Yrjer, Vollebak Norway (989) lt(:48 Tab. 9

Verde, Vidars. Noreay (606, 987) lle:11 lla:4B lib:30 Zelners Oeutschmester (581) leb. to

Tab. 9 Zelners Franken (582) Tab. 10

Vaunda, Fonds BVL NL (443) 6:61 Tab. It Zelners frankenperle (543) l0:40E

Vag Abed (437) 7:2E Tabs 8, 11 Zetners Immune (585) Tab. 7

Vega Sv. 146) 8:6C 10:38C IIe:IBC Zeiners Universal (587) Tab. 8

1I1:5D (ib:2CD Tab. 9 * Zephyr 6:48C 6:SEF

Velvet (479) Tabs 10. ii Zita PF (807) 6:18 Tab. II

Velvet (CI 4752) (Luth a (N- Tab. 11, p. at 6s Sv. (452, 1044) 0:5:1 a:204

Churi x Lion)) (906) Tabs 9, i

(Velvet C.A.N. 1133) (411)) p. 80 9-V-19 (717) lab. 6

(Velvet Ottawa (6480)) p. 40 9-v-19 (7)8) Tab. 6

(Velvet 447 (478)) p. 80 13-V-19 (719) Tab. 6

Velon, US0A (470) lb:60 Tab. 11 * (l--19 (720)) p. 41

Ven., AS Norway (1001) 114:58 Tab. 9 23--11 (730) Tab. 6

Victorla (Sot. Garden, Tab. 8 57/510-64 li1:7AB

Belfast) (335) 50-88 a 9:5C

VIgdls, Vo1lebek Norway (982) lla:58C Tab. 9 65-44 7:56

Visit Sv. (1033) 7:5EF 6-rae barley 10:2-1A

VPgee milde. resistant (573) Tab. I 6-T.. line l)4:50

(Voldakson) p. 48 6-roe, neked Tab. 
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Figs 6-12. The inheritance of resistance to leaf stripe is outlined in eight

series of pedigrees according to the closest relations of the barleys. 6.

The 'Vada' series, 7. The 'Minerva' series, 8. The 'Opal' series, 9. The

'Kenia' series, 10. The 'Maja' series, Ila and lib. The 'Alplund'/'Maskin'

series, 12. Other series. The names of varieties together with the percent-

age of attack are placed in boxes with dot-and-dashed and full-drawn lines

for untested and tested barleys, respectively. The percentage of attack

after inoculation in the field and after the sandwich method is separated

by an inclined quoin. The highly resistant barleys are set off in hatched

boxes. Finding of the position of the single varieties or lines facelitates

by referring to the coordinates.
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The Vada Series

A B C D E F

Sailka 10/- r -h~irpm

-~Bema~Mid.. 21/-

liZZel27-l~r/- B-ider 'a/-I

Abed O653Mias21-

Abedn 337/17

I P~e e l roto 0/4 6H.50 plqj

Arbn e d 3371 17/-ia 7/na /-ori~ lri

7 lui17-Frbck111/ Baldr1/ Royalles)

F'P ure 6
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The Minerva Series

A B CD EF

Maja3/26 !B/78-ih

ERAk 'kern 2r: FSejet 1732 487

-PjiniFa-E Anla22/- Hea6/ Het 'j l1 =5/22 Ihgrid E] Fkinerva 1 c/-!

2 ~50 Ftarnlsoi- P)n0! La/s

Sune 8/-

Tjas57]ffn-a c~hr3/-

3 LMiner va1o0 Proctor 0/491 In rid 8- . 3

"54~Lt 2/51 Mal 4/- ii~' Vafox -- fOdifn7f2j]

doliq7/-In a 3/50

~Pinerva'O/- onus I8/ a Plas4/ 4/] Rupee;me 1 /

ramr 217]-] _ J. 5 I 9  Pallas 4/-l

To 07/- Hellas 15/- KnistinalO/-l

5 All. 97' Ru al 3/25 .Teif 5/

Otra--- 23- if~ne-Cristo 20/- I Mani a/4M LaIrait 1-1

6 -r-- 6____

6e- 3o i~j 14/2 Mona -' i7 GuIIa 10/

F~i~3/& ull14/2 cand landvar. rnIa/f

[Bader 1/

77
Tirfbecks Ift 10/- Dfonarija 3/121 Wfejh. 259

-~Minerval0/-' Union [Penso beim] 2/2 FiU8-

Pauline LAbed3371 17/] V 5749

A B C D E F
Figure 7



The OplSeries

A B C D EF.

7 1 -1

0pal 7/- Binder 10/- 1BalWder =12/- 0Al 7/ - I.~t0 Maskin 47/-!

Isra 7-Domen 29/-2

e 6/-

3 .----- 3

Ans ar t/G~l 'i~ifd 1 Tellus 2 /76, ad 0 t/

4 10a5/7 Balder 12/- Benedite 20/-1

Baa1:Rika 9/78 j2Tls 8
/7 ridV?.

6et 7/- a2/ Hard 10/- 
6

5 7
0 asl I Hanna -7 /- 6 on te~ Crist aa /2

8 ~ ~~ ~~ a/- Aoulb/ oun2/

T . 4U -ure 
8
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The Kenia Series

A B C DEF

-,-jkd~et v- -Sprat Archer_37-6 I!-

~1~ fero ,- Bon8

-.Kenaw 
1

Aain dAi 3 Ken " Balder 12/-

2 - Karril9/- 2~la--F~- o-

hwiviaria2- 'Uoosbtw~er Hthatia

Georg!L/ Aei 3/jGul140] .evigatumn

De g k 23/, 'Balder I.:/-

feifw i ij 74 a1 Ha3 Cambrinus

7jlonazi3/12' Piroline ia/-

T-:Iz E [E7 a Fo7-J al Nigrate

pebai127r Swallow 7/-volla -Gasell5- 1T 'GulaAted 30,- 'tron7-

4 1V-13~ Yalck Aramir 21/ Flava PatrickJ 3/04 4J

allar~ ~ i wI i--Het?- Pala 4/

Holla E/- Lalas 4/- Triple-awn lemmna

5 ~ -- ~Ilrt~ 7-J7/69aT _

___ ~j~9lo/aTnjia'7
NaVHI I__ j Mrj

6 A-K mm4-Wz§ A-rc-i7/-- ___ i1saia 27/'6

HP 5486 ?iroctor o/4 Volla AI spontaneu, in r. ~iet~7- P 9 I/ w,~beg 0-

Lgoite dr L jojt ois-] Ltone 9/- .Aleriah 19/--U 63199

ty 7/y

~j~i7-,is~ra 2/-I "Breuns Heinrich' - -iirdh- ug
riiw~~ /- T 1~'/] 'Clara 'W 5863' [Mouti Cristo 2o/- :Clara

8~- 7.- a GazeUs/71, w 5TO5 8

[Prtecs1k

Figure 9



The Maja Series

ABC D EF
Cbevaller I/ Imperial 1

ol. Apukd~ Binder ic- Gl 45 Morvian landvat. BOAt DiAMInt

V Crlesener, 403 '/me Pflugs bInensi.

WE1C I c Iarisa-
0. -atj/ - enia - aja 1/1, Irish CGoldthorptt Mafa*'/2 ' Gal.,00 ad ada

2 ~lent. c -n~ .I Vsylarp ,' Iy , eR fl Proun. Via 2
Colden Promise 16-' StellarI /- Neinior, -, Firibeckep M I

11.2poot. If .04 L 'melsw-1 Hain.. liaise I

Norrbottens landvsr. Sirt I-pale

1Lsias' 1.Op's], gezsr 'i 05. -
2
:onue 'T' ! I'/

sja1, Amer. amooth-awn. h..1. a-/- Hens~n

=1 - WnR ICP HaineseHals. 4
ccl Y r L, - Hells IPrenken' Prior

Bni-7 Vorgenro, Zelneiro ratenperle ' 1 Hine* Raise I

Tom.- P1 .rol uris '7 Hoe$ Hann&

5 a. I Veajs 21 Prentie Aed- .t Plroline H

Lyeflpur 2 Carlibor o,- Ymern- -trn Dampier Prior l'mor

D uke 2-- Carlsbrgll17
Hein enn =&-/ Heinen Haime I He~ine 4008 'Dane *,/-m..Iir

sines N~aae ' WMH.E li Xordnal
Proctor *

KaeoParses 34 V.14'/. Kmnis I
-twat. . 154111410, - Blwartt 17, -Haa Franken,

I ~ e' Akere'
IeerI9bo', -if D vn~ -~s l ' " Tyre

8Vj I ~si~ io Heine Raie I Pirol Rn 0*53' 22 attfie
A "e!I1 Debsa!'

Dine

AB C DEF
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The Asplund/Maskin Series I

A B C D E F

Tinn, 14andvar.] 'Norrbott. landvar. Norweg. landvar. Seed sampl. J~rntland var

QII F] 3 [ i4'i Z g V31/ [Maskin4'/-! Aspluid v/ Dore 4/-,,

VankkU'-i _Tammi 2Q_/: Eddia 34/-] -yrog 4n/- Frse eo/ 'Tors Bonus in/- Vearde -9/- ?iordlys'

T& b?7 990 4 1 ~I- Monte Cristo ,c0/- Isa 2/69 Frisia

Ta b799O(XA) --

2 lia AtL IAgnefe 7D/ kaisa 4/2

Mari 8/ tra-23/ ] Andie tarnni z~/- Gull 14/5L'7 AC 21 15

Fro. Earo v- j 72802 'n/

Hja. i2251 'H. 6113 2// _Porno 54/-

3]ia~a 94 2/ _%a. 71384 74/ Gohiat 70,/-3

OpejB 7/- MaSldn j47/- A"-unod 3/ I Jadar 7/:1. ''Jaerbyg Bjorne0

Dcinen291- HRerta i/ - Trma7_7' F4/- orus z/ Jadar 11 33-

Kristin&to/-: Veyjar 10/28. -

Do 69B 43/- 'Fj 6172 v1

1126w- ingve 19/-,

Bons 1/-Vare 5/- Jae 3/ S 295 Asplund i'/- lujic

Etu77 - Yrjai 83- resto 30/

Lyallpur 4,/ VIgidisi i8/80 ~ 1035 5o/- H 181-49 1- -

5 Vena 48/ - use's -Cl~ermont "-Sv. 60718 Use ' -

Saer '-Vega Sy. 17- erow. line Bonus in/-

Hja Eero 33/- 01h 4/- Manchur landvar, Maskin 47/-, Finn. landvar.

6 isa 7706191- Ta 0,43659 T684

Pirklca6f,- Pono 5/

isa. Pokko 75/-! lHla. 7085 56/-

Mari' R/4, 57/510-44 Dornen 29 - azi 8/4f, Kicfliflo/-

Gunnar9/,

Domen '9- Leech Tibetansky 'Hanna ~-Syanhade 21/ Kenia

8 Do 69B 4 V/- Sanla :

A B C DEF
Fi r e Ila
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The Asplund/Maskin Series 11
A B -C D E F

Nod1ie/-Ta 0 4369 Ta 05864
NrPirkka ~

___ VA140720- 1 2 ./ 'Vi 17165 6- V& 17236 /-

-Ngr/' IVega Sy i7/- Jo 1012 i/

2 Taxnqu29/f] Vankkuri iyi6-: 0490 'dolia( 70/-: Merta 7/ 2
~eenu2/- Jet57- 1rid a/ Jo 0888 Jo 0893. Jo 6877, Ingrd 6

1~ 110 46/2 i4 8I 546Jo 12209'/-' Jo 1309'7/-

'Jo 1352-1/- 1 pa!I/- Perttu

t Jo 0Ani. 'Et7o', Suvi , r Jo- 13.4 rat/u B onu 115--1 J 490 BIe
Am'Etu71/I 4, -irs 3- H saivu Bous - Var'de 711'- Jo 0662 Jo 0717Jo 13814'-i Jo 1398 i6;- Jo10 - Jo 11

rka j M125 0/-, Jo-1330 7n-Jo 1343 41/

Domeri 24/ Frg 4H/- Peavoo7/-
Pk-P 58 lo Plc-P 693 ,

De 64B _-3/-' IF 672,:1/-' Me 75-278 '

M 268 1,V- Pf-M 5 I,/-

5 Michigan 2r. Lionr~ OAC 21' v -

Minnesota 450 _Spartan ,V- Galore 4-

Lion Ba'- Manchuria Coast
Lu1jl j 2 OAC 21 15 - Trebij',' Colsess

6 ~ ~ 'eatlanck [Newal iq/ Garns- Velvon 4/- Warrior
- Plush',6

Jo. 0263.. Titatn* ',- Regal*
-Vantage !'Ci-

Jo 1082 59/ 1 f 0114/- Asplund 3-/e-t

Bethlpe 107i, i /-1 1~ / Vankkurl Tmnl" Jo 0599

Edda, 4/ 'j 554]:Te ,rvakcanrnu Jo 0720, lSuvo o'/-

'.7. 0147 - Jo 1 182'71-
[Jo 13643o/-! Unikuim. Hind.

FJo 1372-t-1/ - 1'28_ Jo 0774
Jo 0758 ff laew1r tu o 13

10 Jo 1215
I8alt* 10 JoI 1~-

A B ~C FF
F i gurer lin



Other Series
A B C DEF

The Archer Series

English landvar.
ST 1119-59 W 5925 'English Archer /a Ace3 3.

Hasan Irfish Archer v/-.. A-_27t
Archer,~ 4

irhe 21? sta 
3/-A e

Archer ArcherZ2 Arhe 23 Danxish r.landvar.2
Archer Goldtorpe 4-51 Spratt 

Plu.me: CmeveuMerl
Camton 11'!- Spratt Archer Prentice'~ u~a ircij 'DiaMnt71 4/-

Spratt Archer 37-3 ,/ ~ atAce 767- Plumage Archer 25

Sjratt Archer 37-4 V- Abed Archer to/-' - Acer'-3 ~Earfl3o,'Gle
Archer,

Prentice-

Prentice Tys o- i ince~e 3/2-4~~~~ 
Abe Pri/-,s oh arieij&

The Chevellier Series

Cheafliar~ys ' Muller: Mess Got&_oi 221 cie

Scots Common :12- Goldthorpe I - 'Golden Drop C/-

.Baei Chevaifier' - nuGold Melon 7/, Fan

Chevalther 1316n,

7 The Bethge Series

Bohemian ladvar.

[Franks nmLae~4 BteIIm

elect.

EAO_-/i 4 17/8

A B C DEF
Figure 12
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(cf. Fig. 12:7-88D) and 'Olli' 4/- (Fig. llb:6-7AC). They have

both the same level of resistance as 'Jo 1341' 4/1 after inocu-

lation in the field. So, there is a chance that one of these re-

sistances is carried along to 'Jo 1341' 4/1 instead of the sus-

ceptibility which is equally present in the ancestors and may

partly occur in 'Jo 1394' 13/-.

On the basis of this analysis, we find it most probable that

this high resistance originates from H. Zaeviqatum.

This leaf stripe resistance came apparently by mere chance into

the barley breeding together with the Laeviqatum resistance

(gene M1-(La)) to powdery mildew (Erysiphe graminis DC. f. sp.

hordei Em. Marchal). The two diseases are, however, independent-

ly inherited as the resistance to leaf stripe occurs in only 15

out of 35 tested M1-(La) powdery mildew resistant varieties. We

propose the term "Vada-resistance" for this resistance that s

often became transferred to the offspring. One Vada-resistant

line ('Jo 1341', see below) was found without the Laevigatum

resistance. Ten others have another type of resistance to leaf

stripe and the last ten are susceptible or highly susceptible.

The Vada-resistance was first observed in the formerly widely

grown variety 'Zita' 0/2 (KNUDSEN, 1980) (Fig. 6:1B). Other

Vada-resistant varieties and lines were traced during the estab-

lishment of the pedigrees (Figs 6, 7, 11b). The Norwegian line,

'H. 8139' 0/2 (Fig. 6:2BC) came from the Pajbjerg line 12321

which is a sister line to 'Zita' (Fig. 6:2B) and 'Jessica liv.',

the parents of which both have 'Vada' as one of their an,:tr ; t;i

(Fig. 6:1-2CD). 'Jupiter' 2/0 came from 'Bet ,na', ,- ecled a,

mutant. in 'Vada', and the susceptible 'Midas' 21/- (Fig. 6:2LI

'Vada' 0/0 x 'Sv. 2148', which is most likoly less resistant,

gave 'Alva' 1/0 (Figs 6:ICD, 6:3B). 'Vada' 0/0 x 'Crusader' (ave

'Luke', and 'Vada' 0/0 x 'Zephyr' gave 'the hi(ghly resistant

'Georgie' 0/0 and 'Lud'. Neither 'Luke' nor 'Lud' were tested,

but 'Luke' X ('[ud' x 'Armelle'), however, resulted in the high-

ly resistant sister varieties 'Cerise' 0/1, 'Golf' 0/0, and

'Koru' 0/0 (Fig. 6:4-SD) which for these reasons we believe have

the Vada-resistance.

NIB
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'Jonna' 0/0 (Fig. 6:8BC) may have the Vada-resistance, but this

requires that 'Salka' 10/- ('Vada' 0/0 x 'Elbo' 4/-) is or ha S

been heterogenous. If this is not the case it must have (jot the

resistance from 'Union' or the Heine line via 'Lauda' J1 1g.

6: 8AE).

B. 'Minerva' derivatives. A few varieties may have the Vada-re-

sistance derived from 'Minerva' 10/-, but this requires that

this variety is or has been heterogenous (cf. the discussion.

'Minerva' 10/- x 'Bonus' 18/- gave the highly res ;st ant ' Bomi'

3/0 though none of the parents had a comparable resistance, and

a cross between the suscept ible 'Aramir' 21/- and 'Bum[' 3 0 1 e-

sulted in the highly resistant 'Havila' 0/1, arid the hiqhly re-

sistant 'Alf' 0/1 is a mutant in 'Bomi' 3/0 (Fig. 7:4-5AB,.

Also 'Uffe Sejet' 0/0 may have got its resistance from 'Minerva'

10/- as it may have come neither from 'Kristina' nor from the

complex crossing, ('Byg 191'* 5/22 x 'Herta
'
R 7/-) x 'Ingrid'

8/-. The level of resistance in the brother variety 'Sune Sejet'

6/- may have come from this complex or from 'Minerva' 10/- (Fig.

7:2AE).

C. Other highly resistant barleys I. Another six highly resist-

ant barleys were traced in the interrelated northwest European

series. 'Opal' 7/- x 'Seger' 5/- ('Victory',,'Sejr', 'Voitto')

resulted in the highly resistant variety 'Freja Sv.' 2/1. How-

ever, as neither its parents nor their ancestors had that level

of resistance, it may suggest an additive or transgressive ef-

fect from the parents (Figs 8:lAB, IO:4BC). An analogous situa-

tion holds for the Finnish line 'Jo 1345' 0/5 (fig. llb:2-3C).

The highly resistant 'Alfa' 2/1 should, according to the breed-

er, be a selection in the more susceptible 'Kenia' 5/-, but its

* Byg 191 = Barley 191 (Eng.) = pallidum 191 (French) = "Hordeum pallidum

cevada vulqare" = No. 191 in the barley collection at the Royal Veteri-

nary and Agricultural University, Copenhagen. Used as donor of nematode

resistance (ANDERSEN, 1961).



real relationship is questionable and wiII be disrussed tiw I o

(Fig. 9:1A).

'Prisca' with 3 and 5.3% attack after the two methods, £e'ipet-

tively, may or may not belong to the highly resistant tar lp: I ,

but it is impossible to trace this pattern of resistance in its;

complex ancestry (Fig. 9:8A-E, and cf. the following sectioni: D.

The 'Opal', 'Kenia', and 'Maja' series, p. 49).

D. Other highly resistant barleys II. Forty other highly resist-

ant barleys were not interrelated with the northwest [uropean

barleys (Tabs 4-6). Almost !.he only we know about them is that

some of them have been tested also by others. This will he dis-

cussed below.

'Rex II' 0/0 from Denmark belongs between the ten most resistant

of these barleys (Tab. 4). It was selected as especially nema-

tode-resistant in the nematode-resistant 'Rex Abed' by Professor

Table 4. Percentage of attack of barley varieties and lines

other than those of the interrelated northwest European series

highly resistant to leaf stripe.

Varieties, lines Inoculation Inoculation

and places of origin in the Field with the
sandwich
method

Black Russian (Cl 2202) (USSR) 0 0

Modia (CI 2483) (Uruguay) two samples 0 0

Nackte v. Nepal (Nepal) 0 0

Rex II (Denmark) 0 0

Ricardo (Cl 6306) (Uruguay) 0 0

Trofimovskaja (Armenia) 0 0

Valkie (CI 5748) (USSR) 0 0

White Gatami (CI 920) (China) 0 0

CI 3694 (Egypt) 1.0 0

CI 4623 (Japan) three sample- 0.7 0

Average 0.2 0
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Table 5. Percentage of attack of barley varieties and lines

other than those of the interrelated northwest European series

highly resistant to leaf stripe but different from zero attack.

Varieties and places Inoculation Inoculation

of origin in the field with the

sandwich
method

Cheyney ( - ) 2.0 0

Chirley (Iraq) 4.0 2.5

Cornutum (C! 2215) (U.S.D.A.) 0.5 1.0

two samples

Frankenthaler Pfblzer (Germany) 0 7.6

Ishtar (CI 1615) (China) 0 3.4

Murasaki Mochi (CI 5899) (Japan) 1.5 1.7

two samples

Nakte Hadaka (Japan) 0 3.7

Osiris (Sweden) primitive 6r. 1.0 1.4

Scottishe Annot ( - ) 3.0 0.7

iystofte Kors (CI 918) (CI 6503) 0 4.5

(Denmark) two samples

Weisse Erfurter (Germany) 2.0 4.9

Average 1.3 2.5

C.A. Jorgensen. Rex Abed' had a 10% attack after field inocula-

tion.

Eleven other barleys that tend to be a little less resistant to

leaf stripe (Tab. 5) than the above-mentioned ten originate from

almost as many different localities. 'Osiris' is a primitive,

nematode-resistant barley collected by Videg~rd in Sweden. It

has neither anything to do with the French nor the German 'Osi-

ris' (cf. ARIAS et al., 1983). 'Nakte Hadaka' originates from a

cross between 'lokuskima Mochi', selected in 'Shiro Chinko', and

'Aka Shinriki' selected in 'Shinriki' (BAUM et al., 1985).

Based on our study of the literature, the old Danish variety

'Tystofte Kors' (Tab. 5) appears to be the first variety in the

world that is described as resistant to leaf stripe. It is still

dfi nm ,,,rmmn-~III lmI I
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resistant in our experiments as well as those in USA and Canada

(cf. the discussion). According to MORTENSEN (1909) and IVERSEN

(1915) 'Tystofte Kors' should be the same as or selected in

'Tystofte 25' (Tab. 7). They are both highly resistant after

inoculation in the field, but the former had 4.5 and the latter

18.2% attack in the sandwich test (Tabs 5 and 7).

In 1958 J. Sandfaer (Riso, Denmark) got seeds of ten pairs of

6-rowed vs. 2-rowed isogenic barley lines from G.A Wiebe

(Beltsville, USA). The lines designated 9-v-19, 13-v-19, and

23-v-18 were highly resistant to leaf stripe both as 6- and as

2-rowed. Four of them were tested by both methods (Tab. 6).

These isogenic lines were made either in 'Manchuria' or in 'Bet-

zes' (J.G. Moseman, Beltsville, USA, pers. comm.). The former

were not tested in our experiments whereas 'Betzes' (CI 6398)

was highly resistant in the sandwich test (Fig. 12:BCD). These

isogenic lines might presumably have got their resistance from

'Betzes'

The Latin names of the botanical barleys were given by the col-

lector who in most cases deposited them in the Botanical Garden

of Copenhagen in 1939 (Tabs 6 and 7).

Tab. 7 contains 21 barleys which were highly resistant to the

inoculation in the field. A few of them were moderately resist-

ant after inoculation with the monospore culture using the sand-

wich method, whereas the others were susceptible or highly sus-

ceptible.

Two samples of the old Norwegian land variety 'Trysil' were in-

cluded in our screening. No. 83, which have been in the KVL col-

lection for many years, and no. 979, which was recently provided

by Professor Erling Strand. No. 83 had 1% and 11% attack after

inoculation in the field and with the sandwih method (Tab. 7),

respectively, whereas no. 979 had 84% attack after inoculation

in the field. Therefore, it may wonder if these two samples be-

long to the same variety. The hichly resistant varieties 'Piik-

kio', 'Bethge II', 'Franks Hohenloher', and 'Betzes' are delt

with in the following section.
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Table 6. Percentage of attack of botanical barley and experimental

lines (cf. Material and Methods) highly resistant to leaf stripe.

Names or designation Inoculation Inoculation
and places of origin in the field with the

sandwich
method

Black smooth-awned ( - ) 2.0 4.1

H. distichum L. (Dijon) 2.0 2.1

H. distichum J. (Nantes) 3.0 4.7

H. distichum L. (Pavia) 0 0.8

H. distichum L. var. nigrum 1,0 1.4
x trifurcatum 'Tabor)

H. distichum L. spp. zeocrithum [. 2,0 2.9
(Vogt)

H. tetrastichum var. agricrithum 0 0.7
(Delft)

H. tetrastichum var. nigrum Cev. 0 2.8

(l isbon)

H. vulgare L. (Metz) 1.0 2.2

H. vulgare L., naked (Manchester) 0 n.7

H. vulgare L. var. nigrum (Cluj) 0 4.3

Mwrkesort 710 x li (Denmark) 5.0 n
Mwrkesort e, v (USA) 0 0

Mwrkesort Tr., V (J. 1293) (Wales) n 0

Naked barley (Sophiehoj, Denmark) 3.0 3.11

9-v-19 (Wiebe, USA) 6r 0 0.7

9-V-19 (Wiebe, USA) 2r 4.0 1.5

13-v-1 9 (Wiebe, USA) 6r 0 0

23-v-18 (Wiebe, USA) 6r 4.0 0

Average 1.4 1.7

4.1.2.2. Moderately resistant barleys

A relatively large number of barleys were ,moderately resistant

or moderate)y susceptible in all the series (Figs 6-12). It is

possible to trace the heredity of the resistance or susceptibil-

ity from ancestors to offspring with a reasonable degree of sig-

nificance for many of these barleys.
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Table 7. Percentage of attack of barleys resistant to leaf

stripe after inoculation in the field but susceptible when

inoculated with a monospore culture by the sandwich method.

Names or designation Inoculation Inoculation

and places of origin in the field with the

sandwich
method

Dorsett (CI 4821) (selected 0 6

from Chinese Ottawa 60)

H. vulgare L. (Vilno) violet, naked 0 8

M. Iowa (USA) 0 9

H. vulgare L. (Oslo) violet, naked 0 11

Trysil (Norway) 1.0 11

H. vulgare L. var. hexastichum 0 14
(Leipzig)

Harnbarley (Gatersleben) 1.0 15

Peragis (Saxonia) 0 17

H. vulgare L. var. macrolepis (Vogt) 1.0 17

lystofte 25 (Denmark) 1.0 18

H. hexastichum L. (Rouen) 1.0 23

Zeiners Immune (Gatersleben) 0 26

H. distichum 1. var. deficiens ( ) 0 28

H. vulgare L. (Lisbon) 0 36

H. vulgare L. var. macrolepis 0 37
(Kaunas)

Vogels mildew resistant 62/125 0 38

(Germany)

Koosdorfer fr. Zaya (Gatersleben) 1.0 38

Finne (Norway) two samples 0 40

Gatami (CI 1413) (Australia) 0 41

H. vulgare L. var. polystichum 0 52
(Marbourg)

H. vulgare L. (Lyon) 0 80

Average 0.3 26.9

A. Series of old barleys. The breeding of barley was initiated

in the second half of the 19th century by selection in the het-

erogenous local barleys or land varieties. On picking up heal-

thy-looking plants from fields with a certain level of disease-
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-pressure may now and then have resulted in selecting of resist-

ant plants. This may be the reason why several old varieties

have a reasonable level of resistance. The 'Archer', 'Lhevalli-

er', and 'Bethge' series presented in Fig. 12, and the 'Hanna'

series included in Fig. 10 may constitute such examples.

Selections in 'Archer' (Fig. 12:1-4AF) have apparently resulted

in different levels of resistance or partial resistance, and

selections after the crosses with either 'Spratt' or 'Plumage'

did not make any change in this apart from 'Earl' 30/- which is

susceptible (Fig. 12:3C).

The level of attack in 'Carlsberg' 10/- ('Prentice Abed' x

'Maja') may be traced back to 'Archer' via 'Prentice Abed' 8/-

and 'Prentice' as the other parent 'Maja' 3/26 had a lower level

of infection after inoculation in the field.

Selections in 'Chevallier' 7/- (Fig. 12:5-6AE) resulted ob-

viously in different levels of resistance comparable to those of

'Archer'.

'Chevallier' 7/- x 'Imperial' 16/- (cf. the 'Chevallier' and

'Bethge' series in Fig. 12) gave 'Bestehorn Diamant' (Fig. 10:

1DE) from which were selected both 'Svanhals' 21/- (Fig. 10:1DE)

and 'Primus' 38/- (Fig. 10:3-4A). The different levels of attack

on these two varieties are hardly surprising when seen on the

background of the apparent heterogenicity of 'Chevallier'.

'Bethge 11' 1/3 (Fig. 12:7-86C), which is selected from a Bohe-

mian land variety, is highly resistant and its cross with the

susceptible 'Imperial' 16/- resulted in the highly resistant

'Franks Hohenloher' 0/3. 'Betzes' (CI 6393) -/1.4 suggests to

have its resistance from 'Bethge i' 1/3, too. A second sample

of 'Betzes' proved susceptible. The two slamples have the same

isoenzyme pattern.

The 'Hanna' or 'Old Hanna' land variety, whatever it may be

(Fig. 10:5-BA), must have been heterogenous in several charact-

ers. It constitutes the starting point for a large part of the

i~f
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barley breeding in Europe through the mass selection in it, cf.

PLARRE and HOFFMANN (1963) and the detailed outline prf sentvd

below of the varieties included in our screening:

Moravia 33/- Hails Hanna 27/-

Haines Hanna 36/- V Mahndortfer Hanna 11/-

Haflnchen 17/544 ,Hanna 71.-- Kneel 11/.

Criwaer H403 1/88 Proskowetz Hanna Mottos Hanna 10-

Binder 12 10/- 4- Binder 10/- - Binder 35 10/-

Of these selections, Moravia' has been mentioned as synonymous

with 'Hanna' (cf. BAUM et al., 1985; and f ig. 10:11). At least

three levels of resistance were found among these selections

after inoculation in the field. About half had 10% diseased

plants including 'Hanna' itself as it appears today and 'Binder

Abed' with 'Binder Abed 12' and 'Binder Abed 35'. Only 'Hann-

chen' and 'Criewener 403' were tested with the monospore cul-

ture. In this connection compare 'Criewener N.Z.' and 'Criewener

96' (Tab. 10).

The highly resistant 'Pjikkio' 3/3 (Fig. 10:7A), which is syno-

nymous with 'Pukkionohra' according to BAUM et al. (1985), is

selected in a Finnish land variety (Note a typing fault: u k/s.

ii; -ohra = barley).

'Piikkio' 3/3 x 'Binder Abed' 10/- gave 'Helmi' 14/- with the

level of attack equal to that of the latter parent. 'Puke' 17/-

x 'Binder Abed' 10/- gave 'Puke 1I' ll/- (Fig. 10:l-3A) which

had also the level of attack of 'Binder Abed' 10/-.

'Primus' 38/- x 'Gull' 14/52 (Fig. 10:2-4A) gave 'Primus if'

19/- which may have its level of susceptibility from either

the heterogenous background of 'Primus' or from 'Gull'.

B. The 'Vada' series. 'Anna Abed' 11/- (Fig. 6:41) has probably

its moderate resistance from 'Carlsberg' 10/- via 'Abed 0625' as

it has less likely come from 'Midas' 21/-. 'Claudia' 7/- (Fig.

6:78) seems to be intermediary between the resistance of the

parents. 'Varunda' 2/51 (Fig. 6:8B) is almost as resistant as
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the 'Vada' parent after inoculation in the field but opposite to

this it is very susceptible after inoculation with the monospore

culture using the sandwich method. 'Salka' 10/- (Fig. 6:83)

seems to have been heterogenous as mentioned above. 'Salka' must

have got this condition from 'Elbo' 4/-. 'Elbo' 4/- and 'Pendo'

7/- are sister varieties after 'Drost' 19/- x 'Rika' 9/78 (Fig.

10:7CD) both of which may carry the heterogenicity from 'Kenia'

5/- as discussed below. The background for the level of resist-

ance in 'Roland' 12/- (Fig. 6:5AB), 'Claret' 14/- (Fig. 6:61F ),

and 'Magnum' 6/- (Fig. 6:6B) cannot be traced on the basis of

the present results.

C. The 'Minerva' series. The levels of resistance in the sister

varieties 'Mirjam' 12/-, 'Simba' 3/19, and 'Nery' 8/- from Sejet

(Fig. 7:2AC) may be traced back to the ancestors. 'Mirjam' and

'Nery' are equal to either 'Minerva' 10/-, 'Herta' 7/- or 'Ing-

rid' 8/- whereas 'Simba' 3/19 is equal to 'Byg 191' 5/22. 'Sune

Sejet' 6/- (Fig. 7:3DE) may have its resistance from the same

source or from 'Kristina' 10/- (Fig. 7:2DE), but it is different

from the brother variety 'Uffe Sejet' 0/0 as mentioned above.

'Proctor' 0/49 (Figs 6:5DE and 9:6B) may be conditioned with re-

sistance genes from either 'Kenia' 5/- or 'Plumage Archer' 3/-.

and may be regarded as a transgressive product of these genes.

If this is the case, 'Ark Royal' 7/- (Fig. 9:7AB) and 'Sammy'

7/- (Fig. 9:76C) may have their resistance gene from 'Proctor'

0/49 though they could have got their resistance from the on-

tested 'HP 5466' (cf. Tab. 3) and 'Volla' x 'H. spontancum,

m.r.', respectively.

The high susceptibility in 'Proctor' 0/49 after inoculation with

the monospore culture was obviously transferred to 'Lofa' 2/51

and to 'Inqa' 3/50 (Fig. 7:4CD) via 'Mala' 4/- (Fig. 7:3BW).

Further, the 'Proctor' genes may have beer transferred to 'Ket '

1/31 (Fig. 7:5C) via 'All. 297' ('Proctor' x 'Ingrid') though it

may have instead the conditions from 'Rupal' 3/25 (Fig. 7:5CD).

In this connection, it should be mentioned that two samples of

'Rupal' were included in the screening, 'Rupal' 17/- (No. 817)

and 'Rupal' 3/25 (No. 1040) of which the latter are provided
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from the breeder. lhe differ, however. In i;(0 1/[fl f. pat t [I

Confer the follow fr ig out I ire:

M a3/6 K!nie 5/- Plumage Archer 3/-

Rgl17/- Proctor 0/49 Ingrid 8/-

onso 2/22 u- T al 3/25 Mar 8/45

Minerva 10/-
I , :Keti 1/31 Stange 3/52

Male 4/- Lola 2/51

L Goldfoll - Vatonga
l-- '-

Ingo 35

The larqer at t ack in 'Mardo I in ' 7/- 1 1. 7: AA , t tiir, it I

2/51 may have come fr'rr i the inknown '65-44' '()(fiu , i I q.

7:3DE ) ma have its rescii;tance- from ltigr I d' 8 - hit It m Iqh I
have come from 'Sv. 66433' 'Nem.' x '-k . (021( 1 .-,

Glumes ' 17/- ' I al las' 4- ar well. Uo'm p;ar , i

7:5EF).

lhe crn)ssinq bellween 'If-a ja' 5'26 artd the prohahlv res;jitt 1 1
duCt of 'Serjer 5,.' ' - x 'lipa 1 7 - qa , 'Borl' 18 -

'Ymer' 22/' F rqs 7:4A a1 d or l !BD whu h mr% he -\plaI)f, t III

a p ro hahb I e hePt (- r I) qeoe i v ,It I r M a ii I (F i so Ii ose, II I ii ow. 1 ,
8/45 and 'Pallas' 4/- are X-rs' mut sot I rr Bro tn;' I 111. 7:,4-

6BC). R) s ides th ii, 'B oron;'j!3 seems to hIve mv )rMi-cuerle ('orlf it , r[-Io
suscept ihi I ity where it I; i rvolved in the Aspirind Msk ;kiri ;(:r I'.

(Tab. 9) , ard f tol I y , ' Bonus ' 1B - x 'M I 1111 vs' ,(I - q ar ti,

hiqhly res i st anit varie 'Betnom ' i A which is; referrr'rd (, r i jI
Vada-resistan-e (I iI. 7: 5B).

four samples of 'Mari ' were ion luded I ri 0 e 'I 'reerii irr(, ii;. I

22/- (No. 758, K VI ), 'Mar ' 45/- (No. 853, RI!;o , 'Mon I " r
(No. 920, Icelarid ), arnd 'Mar I ' 8/45 (No. 10352, 5va lhf 2 of wh oI-h

at least the Svalif ;ample from the bree,.'or is.; different fr(m
the others. The sister variet ies 'Sold' 7- and 'Stalege' 1 52
from ' nqrid' 8/- x 'Marl' 8/45 are equal r tthe parents ( iq.
7:6AB), and 'Mona' 11/- from 'Monte Cri st o' 20/- baHckcrossed t wit
times to 'Mari' 8/45 most likely have its resist a rf- from the
Iat ter variety J iq. 7:6D[ ), but a KVI sample of 'Mona' I it h 1 7o

Le
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diseased plants make it questionable and points back to the sus-

ceptible KVI sample of 'Mari'

The origin of 'Gunilla' 17/- is rather complex (fig. 8:7CD); it

is so closely connected with 'Birqitta' 19/27, however, that it

is likely that its susceptibility comes from this variety. 'Per-

nilla' 10/- (Fig. 7:6E) from the crossing of 'Gunilla' 17/- x

('Birnitta' 19/27 x 'Mari' 8/45) may likewise have the resist-

ance of 'Mar' 8/45.

The other barleys with 'Marl' as one of the ancestor5 are men-

tioned under the series to which they belong.

Two samples of 'Pallas' were included in our screening, 'Pallas'

24/- (No. 742, KVI ) and 'Pallas' 4/- (No. 1031, Svalof , with a

difference like that found in 'Mar '. 'Pallas' 4/- crossed with

'Herta' 7/- gave 'H llas' 15/- (Fig. 9:58C) which may hardly be

explained unless 'Pallas' have been heteroqenous as could be

suggested on that mentioned above. 'aarn' 7/- Fig. 7:5F from

a product of 'Pallas' 4/- x 'Hellas' I5/- anid 'Kristina' 1 /-

may equally well have its level of attack from 'Pallas' and

'Kristina'. 'Jenny' 0/18 has the same parents but its level of

attack can hardly be explained on this basis when one takes note

of the sample received from the breeder. Another sample cf.

Tab. 3) of 'Jenny' tested was on a level with 'Taarn' . The

closely related 'Senat' 8/- (Fig. 9:5CD) constitutes a compara-

ble case.

'Visir' 5/- may have its level of resistance from 'Pallas' 4/-

(Fig. 7:5EF), whereas the background for the resistance in

'Togo' 7/- (Fig. 7:5C) cannot be traced as this variety is the

result of 'J5' back-crossed three times into 'Pallas' 4/- and

this again five times into 'Inis' (('Nora' x 'WMR

It') x ('Voldagsen' x 'Ingrid')) which is not included in our

screening.

'Balder' 12/- (Fig. 7:7B) has its level of resistance from

either 'Cull' 14/52 or a Scandinavian land variety, and 'Bine'
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13/- (Fig. 7:7B) ma\ have its resista ce from either 'Balder'

12/- or 'Minerva' 10/-.

The background for the level of resistance in 'Bente' 7'- 'Fig.

7:8C) cannot be traced in the present screening. 'Balder' 12/-

x 'Maja' 3/26 gave 'Stallar W' 17/- (Fig. 10:20V with a resist-

ance equal to the sum of those of the parents, but ic might come

from the more susceptible component in 'Maja' , cf. the following

section.

D. The 'Opal', 'Kenia', and 'M aja' series. 'Binder' 10/-

'Gull' 14/52 gave 'Opal' 7/-, 'Kenia' 5,/-, and 'Maja' 3,26 'Figs

8:1-BA, 9:1-8A and 10:1-7A) that are transgressivelv lower than

the parents. They appear uniform but at least 'Maja' and 'Kenia'

may originally have been heterogenous as a selection in 'Maja'

gave 'Drot' 17/- (Fig. 10:6AB), and selections in 'Kenia' gave

'Alfa' 2/1 and 'Fero' 5/- (Fig. 9:lAB) of which the former ma

be regarded significantly lower than 'Kenia'. To this we note

that 'Maja' 3/26 x 'Kenia' 5/- gave 'Lenta' 9,'-, 'Drost' 19/-

and 'Rigel' 17/- (Figs 10:2AB, !0:6-TBC) of which the last two

are significantly more susceptible than the parents. Further,

selection in them gave 'Drost A' 4/- and 'Denso Abed' 2'22 'Fig.

10: 6BC), respectively, and these varieties are in close accord-

ance with the resistance of the parents of those in which the\

are selected. As 'Drost' and 'Rigel' are on the same level as

'Drot', it is likely that they have come from the more suscepti-

ble component in 'Maja', and that 'Drost A' and 'Denso Abed'

have come from the other or are real crossings between 'M3ja',

and 'Kenia'. The conclusion is that, as they appear today.

'Opal', 'Kenia', and 'Maja' have most likely the same gene for

resistance to leaf stripe after inoculation with a population of

the pathogen in the field. At the time, however, when the tested

offspring was bred, 'Maja' have had two comoonents conditioning

about 5% and 15-20% diseased plants, respectively.

t

'Beorna' 8/- (Fig. 9:1BC) obviously has the resistance from

'Kenia' 5/-.

'Opal B' 7/- (Fig. 8:2E), which is selected in 'Opal' 7/-, does

not raise questions.
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These results lead to the suggestion that 'Deba Abed 12/-

('Denso Abed' 2/22 x 'Weihenstephan Mildew Resistant 11' (WMR

11) 6/-) and 'Claudia' 7/- ('Deba Abed' 12/- x 'Vada' 0/0) might

have their resistance from WMR II (Figs 6:7B, and 10:7B).

'Gull, 14/52 x 'Hannchen' 17/54 gave the resistant 'Seger 5/-

(Fig. 8:1AB) though they appear equally susceptible, which sug-

gests that these old varieties have been heterogenous. 'Seqer'

5/- x 'Opal' 7/- gave 'Freja Sv.' 2/1 (Fig. 8:lAB) (provided

from three sources) which suggests the possibility that resist-

ances may act transqressively. On the other hand, the crossing

between 'Freja Sv.' 2/1 and 'Lenta' 9/- (from 'Maja' x 'Kenia' 

gave 'Hafnia' 76/- (Fig. 1O:4AC) from which we conclude that

the genes in 'Freja Sv.' and 'Lenta' are different, inherited

independently, and not given to the offspring in the present

case; thus, it is highly susceptible. Further, this means that

the resistance gene in 'Seger Sv.' is different from that in

'Opal', 'Kenia' and 'Maja'. This statement is problematic, how-

ever, as 'Freja Sv. ' has the Opal and the Seger genes, and

'Lents' the Opal gene from both parents. for this reason the

offspring should have the Opal gene. Therefore, the explanation

may be that 't enta' has at least one gene from the more suscept-

ible component of either 'Kenia' or 'Maja' mentioned ahove.

'Maris Baldric' 16/- (Fig. 8:1AB) must have its susceptibility

from 'Spratt Archer' but if the level of susceptibility in

'Earl' 30/- (Fig. B:1C) is characteristic for that old variety,

'Maris Baldric' may be regarded as intermediary between the par-

ents.

'Balder' 12/- x (Opal' 7/- x 'Binder' 10/-) gave 'Ingrid' 8/-

which is equal to any of the ancestors (Fig. 8:2BC). The reason

for this equality may be that they have the same gene.

'Wing' 7/69 (Fig. 8:2AB) from 'Lyallpur 2' back-crossed six

times into 'Ingrid' 8/- have most likely its resistance to leaf

stripe after inoculation in the field from 'Ingrid' and probably

also, on the basis of the relations outiined below, the suscept-
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ibility after inoculation with the monospore culture using the

sandwich method:

Herta 7/- Rika 9/78 0 al 7/- Binder 10/- Balder 12/- Streang Franken III 23/- WMR /-

Emir 3/20 Gesell 5/71 Hadostreng 6L- !1 d / Tellus 2/76 Lyliur 2-/

Flavlns T 1/- PatrlkT3/54 Cilia 17/- lHertal X7 Bg 191 5/22 Winq76

Monte Cr lsto 20/- Clara6 -I.

Albion 3/80 Ansgar 11/68

'lorkel' 7/33 and 'Welam' 7/32 (Fig. 9:8DF) are so closely, re-

lated with 'Clara', 'Ingrid' 8/- and 'Gasell' 5/71 that. they

very likely belong to the outlined resistance group. Further,

'Prisca' 3/5 (Fig. 9:8CD) is on about the same level of resist-

ance after inoculat ion in the field, whereas it must have got

its resistance to the monospore culture from elsewhere. Also

'Flbo 4/-, 'Pendo' 7/-, and ' Ira' 10/- (Fig. 10:7CD) may helonq

to this group.

This pattern of resist ance and suscept i bi I it may be t race d hack

to old barleys. 'Herta' 7/- and 'Rika' 9/78 are sister variet ies

after 'Kenia' 5/- x 'Isaria' 27/- (f ig. 10:7D; and 'Kenia' 5/-

is sister variety to 'Opal' 7/- and 'Maja' 3/26 (Figs 8-10'

after 'Binder' 10/- x 'Gull' 14/52. Further, 'Gull' 14/52 and

'Maja' 3/26 are ancestors of 'Balder' 12/- (fig. 7:7B). 'Emir'

3/20 (Fig. 9:3C) is closely related with this group of barleys.

Crossed with 'Gasell' 5/71 it gave 'Patrik' 3/54 (Fig. 9:4D)

which appear intermediary between the parents. The field resist-

ance against powdery mildew in 'Strengs Franken 1I1 ' 23/-

(EWERTSON, 1974), the specific powdery mildew resistance Weiheri-

stephan, Lyallpur and Monte Cristo, and the nematod resistance

from 'Byg 191' were bred into this group of barleys but the

several backcrosses made have obviously eliminated their reac-

tion to leaf stripe from the resulting varieties. Only the sus-

ceptibility of 'Cilia' 17/- (Fig. B:3C) app(,ars high compared

with the other varieties of the group.

An analogous and related group of varieties around 'Proctor'

0/49 and 'Ingrid' 8/- is outlined in a previous sect ion (C. The

'Minerva' series).
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'Pamina' 8/- and 'Albert' 14/-, 'Ida' 16/- and 'Harry' 33/-, and

'Harda' 10/- and 'Birka' 42/- descend from 'Tellus' 2/76 (fig.

8:5-6AF) into which were bred Monte Cristo resistance to powdery

mildew and/or to dwarf rust from 'Baladi 16'. Susceptibility

from them or from 'Arla' 20/- (Fig. 8:8CD) to leaf stripe are

apparently carried along to at least 'Harry' 33/- and 'Birka'

42/-.

'Maja' 3/26 x ('Opal' 7/- x 'Vega Sv.' 37/-) gave 'Birgitta'

19/27 (Fig. 8:6DE) which may be regarded as intermediary. How-

ever, as 'Vega Sv.' probably has a one-gene conditioned suscept-

ibility (cf. Tab. 9), we must take into account that the sus-

ceptibility of 'Birgitta' is connected with the heterogenicity

of 'Maja'. 'Birgitta' 19/27 x 'Mari' 8/45 gave 'Salve' 15/- and

'Eva' 7/- (Fig. 8:7EF) that is equal to each of the parents con-

cerning the attack after inoculation in the field.

'Sultan' 7/- and 'Susan' 7/- (Fig. 9:2CD) are so closely related

with 'Kenia' 5/- via 'Agio' 9/- ('Kenia' 5/- x 'Georgine' 21/-)

(Fig. 9:38C) that they are most likely conditioned by the re-

sistance gene from this variety.

'Maja' 3/26 x 'Prentice Abed' 8/- gave 'Carlsberg' 10/- (f ig.

10:5B) which is equal to the latter parent, but it must have

been somewhat heterogenous as a selection in it gave 'CarIsberq

II' 17/- which has the same susceptibility as the more suscept i-

ble component in 'Maja' mentioned above. 'Carlsberg' 10/- x

'Rigel' 17/- gave 'Karri' 19/- (Fig. 9:2B), but even though its

susceptibility is the same as that of 'Rigel' it may come from

that part of 'Carlsberg' which led to 'Carlsberg II' (Fig. 10:

5B). 'Carlsberg' was withdrawn from the market between 1952 and

1954 due to heterogenicity and replaced with the selected

'Carlsberg 1I' 17/-. 'Lone' 19/- (Fig. 9:7DE) is the product of

'Herta'5  7/- x 'Byg 191' 5/22 backcrossed' five times into

'Carlsberg' 10/- why it should most likely carry the level of

attack in this variety but in fact it carries that of 'Carls-

berg 1l' 17/-. The product of 'Carlsberg' 10/- Y 'Ymer' 22/- was

'Dana' 7/- (Fig. 10:6D) with 'Carlsberg''s resistance, and

'Dana' 7/- x 'Heine 4808' gave 'Nordal' 17/- (Fig. 10:6CD)
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which obviously has its susceptibility from 'Heines Haha' 14/-.

This variety must contain resistance genes from either 'Isaria'

27/- (of 'Danubia' 14/- x 'Bavaria' 17/- 'Fig. 9:5B)) or 'Hei-

nes Hanna' 36/- via 'Heines Haisa I' (Fig. 10:6B and I0:5EF).

'Dana' 7/- x 'Proctor' 0/49 gave 'Danpro' 12/- which is hardly

different from 'Dana' (Fig. 10:6D).

'Europa' 10/- (Fig. 9:3D) may equally well carry the resistance

from either 'Kenia' 5/- or 'Balder' 12/- ia 'Hassan' and 'Cam-

brinus' , respectively.

'Gunhild' 11/- is probably conditioned by a resistance gene from

line 'M 63199' as it may hardly have it from the product of

'Lone' 19/- x 'Algerian' 19/- (Fig. 9:7EF). 'Europa' 10/- 1t (j.

9:3D) may equally well carry the resistance from either 'Kenja'

5/- or 'Balder' 12/- via 'Hassan' and 'Cambrinus', respect i\ely.

'Swallow' 7/- (Fig. 9:4B) must be conditioned by a resistaic'

gene from 'Donaria' 3/12 - with a level of attack which is siq-

nificantly lower than that. of each of its parents ('Kni ,fl'

11/- x 'Isaria' 27/-) - as it is unlikely that the resi s t ai((

has come from the highly susceptible 'Piroline' 68,- f1g. 9:

3BC). ('Swallow' 7/- x 'Emir' 3/20) x 'Deba Abed' 121- ga'e

'Maris Yak' 4/- and 'Maris Mink' 13/- that may be condit Joned

by a gene from one of the parents each. On the other hand,

'Yriba' 17/- from 'Maris Yak' 4/- x ('Rika' 9/78 x 'Baladi 16'

may be explained only as being conditioned by two genes unless;

it has a gene from the untested 'Baladi 16'.

'Isaria' 27/- ('Ackermanns Isaria') is one of the mnst widel\

used varieties in the barley breeding. Concerning the reaction

to leaf stripe it is obviously conditioned by genes from each of

its parents 'Danubia' 14/- and 'Bavaria' 17/- (Figs 9:5B and 10:

6-7DE). The resistance level of the latter is brought along to

'Dornburger Eva' 18/- ('Bavaria' 14/- x 'Heils Franken' 7/-)

(Fig. 10:7D). 'Strengs Franken I ' 23/- ('Isaria' 27/- x

'Strengs Hadostreng' 6/-) may have the genes from 'Isaria' (Fig.

8:2DE). The same may be the case with 'Georgine' 21/- ('Isaria'

27/- x 'Moosburger Rhitia') (Fig. 9:2-3BC), whereas the resist-
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ance of 'Donaria' 3/12 ('Ackermanns Donaria') cannot be explain-

ed from the parents ('Kneifel' 11/- x 'Isaria' 27/-) reaction

to leaf stripe (fig. 9:3AB). 'Isaria' 27/- x 'Kenia' 5/- gave

'Herta' 7/-, 'Rika' 9/78, and 'Stallar 11' 31/- (Fig. 9:48 and

9: 6AB). The first two have the resistance of 'Kenia' 5/- while

'Stallar I' 31/- have that of 'Isaria' 27/- or the sum of both

the parents reaction to leaf stripe.

'Isaria' 27/- x 'WMR I CP' (from 'Criewener 403' 1/88 x 'Pflugs

lntensiv') gave 'WMR 11' 6/-, 'Firlbecks 111' 10/-, and 'Breuns

Wisa' 20/- (Fig. 10:2DF). [he former two may have their resist-

ance from 'WMR I CP' but 'Firlbecks Il1 ' 10/- equally well have

one of 'Isaria''s resistance genes. 'Breuns Wisa's 27/- reac-

tion to leaf stripe is hardly different from that of 'Isaria'

27/- but it cannot be left out of account that it has a resist-

ance gene from each of the parents. 'Erika' 16/- ('Schweigers

Erika') may have one of 'Isaria''S 27/- resistance genes or it

may be intermediary between the parents 'Isaria' 27/- and 'WMR

I ' 6/- (Fig. 10:6AB). 'Mentor' has its level of resistance from

either 'Balder' 12/- or 'WMR 11' 6/- (Fig. 10:2DE). Both 'WMR I

UP' and 'Isaria' 27/- may be involved in the resistance of 'Hei-

mes Haisa I ' 10/- (Fig. 10:4EF). 'Morgenrot' 1/- and 'Zeiners

Frankenperle' 11/- are sister varieties. Their reaction to leaf

stripe might have come from 'Heils Franken' 7/- but we cannot

know if it might equally well have come from the untested

'Prior' (syns 'Australian Early', 'Australische FrOhe', and

'Australian Uhevallier'). 'Foma' 14/- and 'Refoma' 10/- are

equal to 'Morgenrot' 11/- and not to the other parent, 'Ymer'

22/- (Fig. 10:4-5CE).

E. The 'Asplund'/'Maskin' series. 'Olli' 4/- (Fig. lla:lA),

'Dore' 4/73 (Fig. lla:1F), 'Jadar' 7/33 (Fig. lla:3E), and

'Juli' 0/13 (Fig. lla:4E) have their resistance from old land-

varieties. 'Asplund' 37/- (Asp 37) x 'Olli' 4/- gave 'Tammi'

29/- with a level of attack between the parents (Fig. lla:lAB).

If this is correct, the genes from both 'Asplund' and 'Olli'

should be present in 'Tammi', and nothing in the use of 'Tammi'

as crossing partner conflicts with that. 'Hja. Aapo' 7/-, that

is an X-ray mutant (Ta b7990 (XR)) in a selection (Ta b7990) in
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'Tammi' 29/-, may then have its resistance gene from '011i' 4/-

(011 4) (Fig. lla:2AB). 'Otra' 23/- from 'Tammi' 29/- x 'Edda'

34/- is hardly different from 'Tammi' and may then have the

genes Asp 37 and Oll 4. 'Hja. Eerol 13/- suggests to have the

resistance from 'Mari' 8/45 as the genes conditioning the reac-

tion to leaf stripe in 'Otra' 23/- ('Olli' 4/- and 'Asplund'

37/-) are too different from that of 'Hja. Eero' 13/- (Fig. Ila:

2-3AB). 'Hja. 77061' 9/- (Fig. lla:6A) is intermediary between

the parents 'Hja. [ero' 13/- and 'Ol i' 4/-. 'Ringve' 19/- (Fig.

lla:4D) may have its level of attack from either 'Rigel' 17/- or

'Jarle' 14/-. From the former it may be traced back to the more

susceptible component in 'Maja' 3/26, and from tne latter back

to Mas 18 - one of the suggested genes in 'Maskin' 47/- (cf. the

analysis of the susceptible barleys of the 'Asplund'/'Maskin'

series below). 'Gunnar' 9/- may almost equally well hay? its re-

sistance - after inoculation in the field - from either 'Mari'

8/45 or 'Kristina' 10/- (Fig. lla:7AD). '5arla' 7/- ma have the

resistance from 'Opal B' 7/- via 'Domen' 29/- but the series of

ancestors listed (Fig. Ila: 7-BAD) leave also othor poo!!ihi1l-

ties.

'Herta' 7/- x 'Jo 0490' ('Seger' 5/- x 'Vega ..' 7 -

three untested lines ('Jo 0888', 'Jo 0893', and '.jr fIR77 '

0888' x 'Ingrid' 8/- gave the highly resistant ',To . 1 , " '

The basis for this may be explained as follows: 'Herta' 7 ,

'Ingrid' 8/ have after all probability the 'Opal' rvc; ',

gene which i, different from that of 'Seger'. Further. . 1

very likely that 'Jo 0888' is constituted with both the '(p.,

and the 'Seger' gene. This leads to the same qene-combirat in, i

that which gave the highly resistant 'Fre~ja Sv.' 2/1 (rf. f ct.

8:1AB and llb:2-3BE). Further, we have here the opposite can,, of

that with 'Hafnia' 76/-- where we suppose that 'Seger' 1, - I

'Lenta' 9/- gave a variety without any of the resistance qerie';

and therefore is susceptible. A selection in 'Jo 0893' gave 'Jo

1220' 9/- and the cross 'Jo 0877' x 'Ingrid' 8/- gave 'Jo 1309'

7/-. Both these lines are in agreement with that just stated and

indicate why they support the explanations given (fig. llb:2-

3DE
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'Jo 1119' 12/- (Fig. llb:4EF) might have tne same gene comhif;i-

tion for reaction to leaf stripe as 'Jo 1345'. The 'Opal' go.r

from 'Opal' 7 x 'Perttu' (Fig. llb:3DE) and the 'Seger' qen

from 'Jo 0490' x 'Balder' 12/- (Fig. llb:3EF ) but it ha ; more

likely the resistance from 'Balder' 12/-.

'Jo 1381' 4/- from '[tu' 77/- after three backcrosse I ofto

'Am.'. Thus, it must have its resistance from 'Am.' whatever it

might be (Fig. llb:3-4A).

F. Other moderately resistant barleys. A group of variet ies from

U.S.A. and Canada were bred into Finnish barleys ,F iq. 1ib:"-

6CF). A cluster of these varieties came out of the scrPenriqru

with a low level of attack after inoculation in the field.

'Lion' backcrossed two times to 'OAC 21' 15/- gave 'Galore' 4 -

and ('Lion' x 'Coast') x 'Trebi' 10/- gave 'Velvon' 4'-. 'IrPhi'

10/- x 'Colsess' ('Coast' x 'Success') gave 'Warrior' 31'15

whereas 'Trebi' 10/- x 'Glabron' 55/- gave 'Titan' 57/- hut 'Ti-

tan' 57/- x 'Regal' (Cl 5030) gave 'Tregal' 14/-. 'Regal 186,'

was included in our screening and came out with 15% att ack equal

to that of 'Tregal' 14/- but we do not know how or if 'Reqal'

(CI 5030) and 'Regal 1865' were related. 'Trebi 101' 4'- arid

'Trebi 628' 3/- may be related to 'Irebi' 10/- (CI 936, cf. Fig.

llb:6E). They came all from Turkey.

Finally, a series of barley - primarily those which could

neither be included in the pedigrees (Fig. 6-12) nor were tested

by others (Tab. 11) - came out of the screening as resistant or

moderately resistant after inoculation with the population of'

the pathogen in the field (Tab. 8). Most of these harleys are

mentioned in the literature (cf. ARIAS et al., 1983 and BAUM et

al., 1985). The Norwegian varieties 'Mjims' 7/66 and 'Serum' 4/43

belong to this group but they were also testr.d with the mono-

spore culture to which they proved very susceptible. 'Goldkorn

Sv. 178' 4/- is probably related to 'Gull' 14/52 (fig. 6-10V ,

'Halikko' 4/- is probably the same as 'Halikonqerste' 12/-. The

'Polar' 5/- (No. 1013) included in Tab. 8 is a sample provided

by professor E. Strand, Norway. Another sample designated
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Table 8. Percentage of attack of barleys resistant or moderately resistant to

leaf stripe after inoculation with a population of the pathogen in the field.

Percentage

Varieties, ancestors and places of origin of attack

Adolphe Bunqener (Comtesse x B04) 7

Albert Busser (Baronne x Bohemia 2) 3

Anoidium (Argentina) 4

Arlington (Gatersleben) 6

Balkan (Gatersleben) 4

Black Hull-less (Central Asia) 10

Brewers Favorite (America) 10

Carina ( (Union x Inis) x Volla) 11

Charlottetown BO (CI 2732) (Prince Edward Island) 8

Chinese Black (CI 1969) (Canada) 7

Colsess IV (CI 5979) 10

Duplex (Russia) 15

Erbil (Iraq) 11

Erfurter 1395 (Germany) 4

Erie (Goldfoil x Alpha) 8

Fischers Wirchenblatter II (Germany) 5
Fischers Wirchenblatter III (Germany) 9
Flynn (CI 1311) (Club Mariout x Lion) 9

Goldkorn Sv. 178 (Gatersleben) 4

Halikko (= Halikon (?)) (Finland) 4

Hdrnings Sommergerste (Poland) 9

Immendorfer Cardus (Zellendorf) 13

Improved Arivat (CI 7534) (USA) 7
Kamet Muqi (CI 2253) (Japan) 5

Krafts Reid (Germany) 4

Kredlers Oberphlzer (Germany) 4
Peragis Neuzucht (Germany) 4

Polar (select. in Ornesbygg) (Norway) 5

Rabat (Marocco) 14

6-rowed, naked ( - ) 4

Sort byg (black barley) ( ) 4
Stella Sv. (select. in land var.) (Sweden) 11

Stensqrd (Denmark) 3
Stewart (CI 6112) (select. in Coast) (USA) 3
Stovrinq (Denmark) 4

Tibetania ( - ) 5
Irebi 101 (Turkey) 4

Trebi 628 (Turkey) 3
Vanja (W25-69 x W 4-69) 5

Victoria (: Seger) (Belfast) 5

Zeiners Universal (Germany) 5

Average 6.5
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'Polarbyg' (No. 746) from the KVL collection had 43% attack

after inoculation in the field.

4.1.2.3. Susceptible and highly susceptible barleys

A. The 'Vada' and 'Minerva' series. The susceptibility of 1Mi-

das' 21/- (Figs 6:2EF and 6:4EF) was neither bred into 'Jupiter'

2/0 nor to 'Anna' 11/-. 'Clermont' 30/- (Fig. 6:6CD) must have

its susceptibility from either 'Bordia' or 'Fresia' and it might

have been brought to 'Armelle' but not further. 'Sejet 1732'

48/- (Fig. 7:1CD) must have at least the main part of its sus-

ceptibility from 'B/78-l'. Crossed with a black-seeded two-rowed

barley line it gave 'Anla' 22/- and 'Seta' 68/-. An explanation

for this is that the black-seeded barley has contributed with a

gene conditioning some susceptibility that acted additively with

that of 'Sejet 1732' 48/-. If this is the case, 'Anla' 22/- may

have got its level of attack from the black-seeded barley,

whereas 'Seta' 68/- has its susceptibility from both parents

(Fig. 7:1BC). If this explanation holds, it is strange that

'Anla' 22/- x 'Minerva' 10/- has given '[ami' 50/-. However,

this susceptibility was present in one of the grandparents of

'tami' ('Sejet 1732' 48/-). This situation reminds one of that

mentioned several times in connection with 'Maja'. The suscept-

ibility of the related variety 'Jarl' 30/- may be caused by ad-

ditively acting genes, e.g., those of 'Minerva' 10/- and 'Anla'

22/- (Fig. 7:l-2AD).

The susceptibility of 'Vega Abed' 22/- (Fig. 7:2E) is dealt with

below togethcr with 'Kristina' 10/-.

B. The 'Opal', 'Kenia', and 'Maja' series. The susceptibility of

'Benedicte' 20/- (Fig. 8:4DE) cannot be traced in the ancestors

unless it comes from the complex origin o" 'Ingrid M9 ' (Jorgen

L6hde, pers. comm.). 'Strengs Franken III' 23/- must have most

or all its susceptibility from 'Krim Barley', as it may hardly

have come from 'Hells Franken' 7/- (Fig. 8:4DE).

'Arla' 20/- (Fig. B:8CD) may have its susceptibility from 'Tam-

mi' 29/- though this variety seems conditioned by two genes but
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it may have come from 'Svanhals' 21/- or may be an additive ef-

fect of more genes. It is questionable if 'Akka''s 14/- ('Monte

Cristo' 20/- x 'Arla'
5  

20/'-) (Fig. 9:7B) reaction to leaf stripe

is different from that of 'Aria' 20/-.

The high susceptibility of 'Lo 1611' 77/- cannot be traced in

the parents (Fig. 8:8B) but it might be a result of loss of two

independently acting genes as is suggested to be the case with

'Hafnia' (Fig. 10:4B, cf. above). 'Piroline' 68/- (Fig. 10:5D)

may constitute an analogous case which may be supported by the

fact that its susceptibility is not brought further to the test-

ed offspring, 'Swallow' 7/- (Fig. 9:4B) and 'Sterling' 15/-

(Fig. 10:5D). 'Gitte' 60/-, which most likely should have the

resistance genes from 'Herta' 7/- and 'Carlsberg' 10/- (Fig. 9:

6-7DF), may constitute one variety more with loss of two inde-

pendently acting resistance genes.

'Gula Abed' 30/- (Fig. 9:4DE) may have its susceptibility from

'Impala' 31/- which is conditioned by genes from either 'Balder'

12/- plus 'Breuns Wisa' 20/- or 'Heines Haisa I', but it may

also have it from 'Imperial' 16/- x 'H. spontaneum H. 204'

(Fig. 10:3DF). So, 'Impala' 31/- probably is conditioned by two

genes which makes it reasonable to suggest that 'Tron' 16/- has

its gene from this source, but it may logically also have got it

from the untested 'Niqrate'

We suggest, too, that 'Aramir' 21/- (Fig. 9:4BC) has its sus-

ceptibility from 'Breuns Wisa' 20/- or 'Heines Haisa I' via

'Volla' ('Breuns Wisa' 20/- x 'Heines Haisa I' (cf. Tab. 3)).

The tested ancestors of 'Heines Haisa ' show that it must have

a high degree of susceptibility after all.

The susceptibility of 'Siri' 27/- (Fig. 9:5C) must have come

from the unknown line '50-88'. 'Isaria' 2'7/- (Fig. 9:5AB) is

most likely conditioned with two genes for reaction to leaf

stripe, i.e. one for each of 'Bavaria' 17/- and 'Danubia' 14/-

(cf. the previous section). 'Breuns Franken IIl' 16/- (Fig. 9:

7BC) might be conditioned with one of these genes.
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The probability that 'Amsel Heine' 55/- F ilq. 10:HC has it,

susceptibility via 'Heines Haisa I' is higher than that from

'Lyallpur' 47/- as it can hardly have come from 'Pirol' ('WMR I

CP' x 'Morgenrot' 11/-) - brother of 'Piroline' 68/- - if the

gene conditioning suggested above is the case. 'Dina Abed' 57,-

from 'Amsel Heine' 33/- x 'Deba Abed' 12/- may have the same

susceptibility as the former parent. The inheritance of 'Amsel

Heine' 33/- is, however, questionable as it has the Laevijatum-

-resistance to powdery mildew which does not occur in the an-

cestors referred in the literature. 'Tern' 21/- 'f lg . 10 . f"

may also have got its susceptibility via 'Heines Haisa ' but

it may also have got it from 'Kneifel ' 11/- and 'Isaria' 27.-

via 'Heine 0553' or from the unknown lines occurring between

the ancestors. 'Duks' 26/- (Fig. If:5AB) has prohabl its sus-

ceptibility from 'Lyallpur 2' which is suggested a select ion is

'Lyallpur' 47/-.

C. The 'Asplund /'Maskin' series. It proved possible with the

pedigree analyses to explai the most probable qene-combinat ions

for the inheritance of the susceptibilit\ in a rather large num-

her of the varieties and lines in the 'Asplund'/'Maskin' series

(fig. 11a and llb). The basic genes for the explanations come

from the following varieties with the proposed gene symbol set

in brackets: 'Asplund' (Asp 37), 'Maskin' (Mas 18 + Mas 29',

'Vega Sv.' (Veq 37), 'Bonus' (Bon 18), and 'Olli' (Oll 4 :cf.

the percentage of attack in lab. 9). These genes appear monogen-

ic inherited except in 'Maskin' which seems conditioned by the

two mentioned genes and for example the case of 'Tammi' 29'-

and 'Otra' 23/- (Fig. 1la:lAB) of which the former apparently is

intermediary between '0li' 4/- and 'Asplund' 37/- and the lat-

ter either with the same genes or with those of 'Olli' 4/- and

'Edda' 34/-. 'Edda' 34/- must have its susceptibility from

either 'Asplund' 37/- or 'Vega Sv.' 37/-. The various combina-

tions of these five or six genes are seen as "additive suscepti-

bility promoting factors" (Tab. 9) giving different levels of

partial resistance and not as the abscence of resistance genes.

Used in this way, the level of susceptibility in most, if not

all, cases is based on one or up to four genes which may be

traced back in the ancestors.

Mr
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Table 9. Proposed addltlve susteptibility promoting factors (ASPE)

on the sosceptlibe varieties and lines of the Asplund/Maskln series.

Proposed ASPF Alternatire ASPF

Variety or line Asp. Mas. Mas. Veg. Son. others Asp. Mas. Mas. Vag. Son. Cie. Otters Pedigree

37 29 IS 37 10 37 29 18 17 18 3 position

Asplond57/- * 10:272

Mgneta 7/- A " :0

Vega SO- 501.22 22:00
Sonus 181- 7:4G

cle-aont In,- Ila,50E

A9' 06- 
110

Bode 24/- *11:2A
0e 698 03/- * I :0-SO

olen 29/.* (1 (Opa 7) Ilia tA

Edda 502- *120:lB

Cdda II 4 /- ll2:202

Etu 77/- 120:2

Fous 21/- H.': C,
Fors Bonus 18/- 111:0C

Frog 40/- 20:22
Fg 672 33/- 110:0f02

0011.0 707- 11:30

*erse 60/- 12a:ICD

V 105 50/- 01a:50(

9 18l-49 69/- 02a:S[C

Oja. Pokke 75/- Ci):r,2

9]a. 673 211- ((Ol 4) 12 220:3

Via. 70185 56/- 21:'00

OJ8. 71384 74/- Ila: C

Jedar 11311- I. 22:3
Janle 10/- * 220:0'

.o 1012 3/- 1:20

'0 1202 50/- (0) 22b:1:

jo 1279 37/- {*0 b: , AS

10 1330 761- o 1 i 2: 4C
Jo 2303 01/- * ) 220:4[01

Jo 1352 15/- l2b:3,2

Cut. 40/- 20:32D
loist/na 220/-. 22/-) 1 rt 1.0:4A

lise 37/- * 2la:S20

C 26C 33/- 220:00B1

Me 75-27. 391- 11b:4-5(0

ordlys 60/- :11

Ott. 23/- 201 4) 11 :28

Pirtkk 6f- 0 Ile:6C
Pk-N 9 L4/- 110:58

Pk-P 18 19/- * I20:00B

Pa.o 6/-. 1.5 1/.:60

Presto 30t- 1a:21,

Rllgve 19/- 10-:01

5 Ill. 6 .. . - 2 1:2

Tea.1 29/. (*1 (all 1 4)Ib: l

Verde 791- .22I:I

Vega Abed 22/- 7:2

-If

VenC ,A/- (ya01pI r 072-2 220:50
Vlgdis 3C/80 Iia:9B1

vI 13002 171- I B:I2

VA 140 7 20/- 1 b: C

Vi 17128 14/- 11b:2C1

Va :7165 60/- l1:107

VA 17236 20/- 120:16

Cr er 63/- * 220: Bf

Asa So. (2/69, 92/9) 1 t 0:15C

Arlo
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The crosses 'Asplund' 37/- x 'Maskin' 47/- resulted in 'Forus

Bonus' 18/-, 'Frag' 48/-, 'Herse' 60,/-, and 'Varde' 79/- that

then should be conditioned by the genes as follows. 'forus

Bonus' (Mas 18), 'Frmq' (Mas 18 + Mas 29), 'Herse' (Asp 38 + Ma5

29), and 'Varde' (Asp 37 + Mas 18 + Mas 29) (cf. Fig. lla:l-2CE(.

'Domen' 29/- from 'Maskin' 47/- x 'Opal B' 7/- (Fig. ila:3A) ap-

pear intermediary between the parents which means that it has

genes from both of them (i.e. Mas 18, Mas 29 and Opa 7). If this

is correct it is neither surprising that 'PK-P 58' 19/- has the

Mas 18 gene nor that 'PK-P 693' 5/- has the Opa 7 gene (Fig.

I1b:4AC) but if 'De 69B' 43/- is a mutation sensu stri<tn in

'Domen' 29/- for other characters than the reaction to leaf

stripe it should come out with the same level of attack as 'Do-

men', instead it came out on the same level as the grandparents

'Maskin' 47/-. For the same reason the mutant 'Fq 672' 33/- in

'Frag' 48/- should be attacked on the same level as 'Frag' (Fig.

11b:4-5C), but it came out at the level of Mas 29. Still, ac-

cording to the intermediary appearence of 'Domen' 29'-, it is

not surprising that 'M 268' 33/- and 'PK-M5' 14/- after the

cross 'De 69B' 43/- x 'Fq 672' 33/- came out with Mas 29 and Mas

18, respectively. 'Tammi' 29/- ( 'Olli' 4/- x 'Asplund' 37/-! and

'Otra' 23/- ('Tammi' 29/- x 'Edda' 34/-) constitute a comparable

case.

'Jo 1310' 46/- is intermediary between the parents, 'Jet' 57/- x

'Ingrid' 8/-, which means that the line is conditioned with bot.h

genes like the case with 'Tammi' 29/- from 'Asplund' 37/- x '01-

li' 4/- (Figs lla:IAB, Ilb:2BC).

'Goliat' 70/- from ('Asplund' 37/- x 'Jaerbyg') x 'Bjorne' 8/-

must have about "half of its susceptibility" from the last two

partners in the crossing, but this requires either that by far

the most come from 'Jaerbyg' or that 'Bjerie' has been hetero-

geneous (Fig. lla:3CF). 'Jo 1012' 33/- from 'Goliat' 70/- x 'Jo

0490' ('Vega Sv.' 37/- x 'Seger' 5/-) may be conditioned by Asp

37 or Veg 37 (fig. l1b:2CD).
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The supposed occurrence of three genes for the reaction to leaf

stripe in 'Domen' 29,/- makes it equally possible that 'Moyjar'

10/28 has its resistance from 'Domen' 29/- and 'Herta' 7/- (Fig.

11a:3-4AB), not least because the gene in 'Herta' and 'Opal B'

in all probability is the same. ('Vega Sv.' 37/- x 'Seger' 5/-)

x 'Bonus' 18/- (Fig. 10:3BD) gave 'Kilta' 40/- which most likely

has the Veq 37 gene. 'Veqa Sv.' 37/- x 'Dore Sv.' 4/73 gave 'Asa

Sv.' (Fig. 10:3C) of which two sources were tested. They were

'Asa Sv.' 32/89 and 'Asa Sv.' 2/69 equal to each of the parents

after inoculation with the populat ion of the pathogen in the

f i el d , bUt bot h v e !;r cp pt h I e aft e r inocul at ion wi th t he

monospore culture. Ih i ma ciqqef;t that 'Asa Sv. has two com-

ponents like 'MaIja'. '[dd ' 54 - fro)m ' Veqa 'v. ' 57/- X 'As p-

lund' 37/- may have thP gene from an\ (f the parent t; Ig.!1 a:

1AC) and it might for t hi ; reacnon he the ,tsame gene.

'Agneta' 70/- (F 1g. 11a:2) from :'Monte Ur1a to' 20 - four

times backcrossed to '1 dda 1i' 41 - a !;elert ion in '[dda', \

('Asa Sv.' x 'F risia' (,$ 'Granat ' x Pisthyjar\en' , x V '\, lca ' x

'Kalkreuter')) might ha, e it s suscept ihi lit from f dda , 4 -

and the suscept ih Il component of 'Asa S\, . ' 32 '89 but i n t h"t

case would Asp 37 and Veq 3 7 tie di fferent genes. The re,!; I at ane

in 'Kajsa' 4/-, s istor to 'Agneta', fit.s o rprlsingl with the

field resistant 'Asa Sv.' 2/69, but in any event the whole proh-

lem may come from the complex origin of 'F risia'.

'Paavo' 70/- (Fig. lla:2D) is not included in lib. 9 because ttie

level of attack cannot be explained from the attacks on the an-

cestors unless the Oll 4 gene in 'lammi' 29/- (011 4 + Asp 37)

is lost in the crossings, and further that it contains a gene

from each of the two other varieties,'Gull' 14/52 and 'OAC 21'

15/-. 'Hja. 673' 21/- (Fig. lla:3C) may be conditioned by one or

both of these genes or those of 'Otra' 23/- (011 4 + Asp 37).

'Pomo' 54/-, conditioned with the Veg 37 and Bon 18 genes, gave

line 'Hja. 71384' 74/- after crossing with 'Hja. 673' 21/- and

its level of attack is the sum of those of the parents but this

would mean that it has Otr 23 (intermediary of Asp 37 and Ol

4), and for this reason 'Hja. 71384' might equally well be con-
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ditioned with Veg 37 from 'Pomo' and Asp 37 without 011 4 from

'Hja. 673' which is the other parent (Fig. 11a:2-3CD).

The untested 'Hja. 12251' must have contributed considerably to

the susceptibility of 'Hja. 60308' 52/- (Fig. lla:3BC). The same

may hold for the untested 'Andie' concerning the susceptibility

of 'Hja. 72802' 36/-, but it is quite as possible that it con-

tains Asp 37 (Veg 37) from 'Otra' 23/- without the Ol 4 gene

(Fig. Ila:3BC).

'Asplund' 37/- x 'Jadar' 7/33 gave 'Jadar I ' 31/- and 'Forus'

21/- (Fig. lla:3-4CD) of which the former suggests to have the

Asp 37 gene and the latter Mas 18.

Two samples of 'KrisLina' were tested. One with 10% and the

other with 22% attack after inoculation in the field. They agree

with one of the parents each, i.e. 'Domen' 29/- with Mas 29 and

'Mari' 8/45. The use of 'Kristina' as crossing partner may sup-

port the suggestion that it may consist of two components (cf.

'Vega Abed' 22/- (Fig. 7:2DE), 'Jenny' 0/13 (Fig. 7:5EF), and

'Gunnar' 9/- (Fig. lla:7C)).

'Etu' 77/- (Fig. lla:4-58) from 'Bonus' 18/- x 'Varde' 79/- has

either the same three genes as 'Varde' or these genes with Mas

18 exchanged by Bon 18. 'Ftu' 77/- x 'Otra' 23/- gave 'Jo 1279'

37/- which after all must have the gene Asp 37 (Fig. llb:3AB).

'Otra' 23/- x 'Varde' 79/- resulted in 'Arra' 56/- with the

genes Asp 37 + Mas 18 or Mas 29 + Otr 23 (= Asp 37 t Oll 4), 'Jo

1252' with the same genes, 'Jo 1330' 76/- with Asp 37 + Mas 18 +

Mas 29 as in 'Varde' (but not Otr 23), and 'Jo 1343' 41/- with

Asp 37 or Mas 18 + Otr 23 (Fig. llb:3-48E). 'Jo 1352' 15/- may

have either Bon 18 from 'Bonus' 18/- or Mas 18 from 'Varde' 79/-

(Fig. llb:48E).

'Asplund' 37/- x 'Juli Abed' 0/13 gave 'Presto' 30/- with the

Asp 37 gene (Fig. lla:4-5DE). 'Varde' 79/- x 'Jarle' 14/- gave

'Yrjar' 63/- which must have Mas 18 which the two parents have

in common and further Asp 37 (Fig. lla:5C).
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'Vigdis' 38/80 and 'Lise' 57/- from ('Asplund' 37/- x 'DS 295')

X 'Varde' 79/- might of course have genes from the unknown 'DS

295', but it is likely that 'Vigdis' has the Asp 37 gene which

the two varieties involved have in common and that 'Lise' has

Asp 37 + Mas 18 (Fig. lla:5AE). 'H 1035' 50/- from 'Lise' 57/- x

'Clermont' 30/- may have either Asp 37 + Mas 18 or Cle 30 + Mas

18 (Fig. Ila:5CE). 'Lise' 57/- x 'Sv. 60718' gave 'H. 181-49'

69/- which necessarily has some of its susceptibility from the

latter parent (Fig. lla:5EF). It is most likely that 'Vena'

48/- has Asp 37 from 'Vigdis' 6  38/80 x 'Lyallpur' 47/-, but in

any case 'Vena' must have some of its susceptibility from

'Lyallpur' (Fig. Ila:5AC).

A mutation in 'Frmg' 48/- x 'Paavo' 70/- gave 'Me 75-278' 39/-

(Fig. llb:4-5CD) which may be explained as having a gene from

each of the parents or Asp 37 back from 'Tammi'. If the unte ;t-

ed 'Vankkuri' is conditioned like the brother variety 'Tammi'

29/- (Fig. lla:1A) it is quite natural that 'leemu' 24/- (Fig.

llb:2A8) (('Vankkuri' x 'lammi' 29/-) x 'Suvi' 46/-) has the

same level of attack, not least considering the close relation-

ship of 'Suvi'. On the other hand the attack of 'Jo 1082' 59/-

(Fig. llb:5-6AB) ('Olli' 4/- x 'Vankkuri') may be explained only

as a loss of genes like the case with 'Hafnia' (Fig. 10:4B).

'Suvi' 46/- x 'Otra' 23/- gave 'jo 1328' 46/- which must have

Asp 37 according to that stated above plus something else as in

'Suvi' 46/- (Fig. Ilb:3-4AB).

'Jo 0490' ('Seger' 5/- x 'Vega Sv.' 37/-) x 'Suvi' 46/- produced

'Silja' 65/- which may have the gene Veg 37 + another gene or

genes from 'Suvi' , but certainly not the "pure" Asp 37 (Fiq.

llb:28C).

'Jo 1315' 33/- is a "third-generation" selection in 'Jammi'

29/- which have kept the same level of susceptibility (Fig.

llb:7-8CD).

dr I l
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'Jo 1344' 55/- from 'Otra' 23/- x H. sativum Jess. must in one

way or another have a large part of its susceptibility from the

latter of the parents (Fig. llb:4BC).

'Pomo' 54/- from ((Seger' 5/- x 'Vega Sv.' 37/-) x a six-rowed

line) x 'Bonus' 18/- might well have its susceptibility from

the unknown six-rowed line, but it is very likely that it has

the genes Veg 37 + Bon 18 from the known involved susceptible

varieties (Fig. lla:5-6CF). 'Pirkka' 65/- x 'Pomo' 54/- resulted

in 'Hja. Pokko' 75/- and 'Hja. 70185' 56/- that may have a gene

conditioning susceptibility from one parent each if single genes

are involved (Fig. lla:6CE).

'Pirkka' 65/- may have the genes from 'Maskin' 47/- + something

else but it may equally well be conditioned by genes from a Man-

churian or a Finnish land variety (Fig. lla:6C).

'Nordlys' 60/- cannot be explained from the level of attack on

the parents 'Asplund' 37/- x 'Dore Sv.' 4/73. It may contain Asp

37 for one part, but the other part cannot come from 'Dore S .'

as it appears in the present experiments (Fig. Ila: if

The attack on the tested offspring of 'Nordlys' 60/- x 'Pirkka'

65/- might be explained from the known genes involved (F ig.

lla:6BE), but if no backcrosses were made after crossing with

the land varieties in breeding their parents, they may equally

well be conditioned by something else. The varieties or lines

in question are 'Bode' 24/-, 'V5 13002' 17/-, 'V5 14047' 20/-,

'VA 17128' 14/-, 'VA 17165' 60/-, and 'V5 17236' 20/- with only

one on the same level as the parents (Fig. llb:lAE). The others

might contain Mas 18 or Bon 18.

D. Other susceptible and highly susceptible barleys. A group of

related American barleys occurring in the collection were

screened together with the other barleys. They are moderately

resistant, as indicated above, or susceptible to very suscepti-

ble after inoculation with the population of the pathogen in

the field. The group was bred into 'Suvi' 46/- via 'OAC 21'

15/- (Fig. hlb:6-7BC). 'Suvi' 46/- may have part of its suscept-

-AL&m um mmlmml ll m l
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Table 10. Percentage of attack of barleys susceptible or very susceptible to

leaf stripe after inoculation with a population of the pathogen in the field.

Varieties, ancestors Percentage

and places of origin of attack

Abyssinian (Ethiopia) 33

Abyssinian 39 (CI 7224) (Egypt) 27
Ariana (CI 2524) (Africa) 21
Atlas (select. in Coast) 18

Brio Sv. (Sweden) 27

Caja PF (PF M-13 x PF 62 6/6-4) 50
Chevron (CI 1111) (Switzerland) 40

Compana (CI 5438) (from composite cross) 26
Criewener N. Z. (Gatersleben) 2"
Criewener 96 (Gatersleben) 18

Deficiens (CI 2325) (Ethiopia) 70
Donnes (Norway) 23
Finset (Norway) 38

Floya (select. in Ornesbyqg) (Norway) 20

Floya Vollebek 1954 (Norway) 75

Inka (Houtres x (Rundkorn mut. x Voldagsen)) 31
Kindred (select, in Wisconsin Pedigree of 26

Oderbriker x Lion)
Klementina (Iceland) 32

Kwan (India) 53

Mianwali (Canada) 19

Morocco x Pallas
4  

23

Morocaine x Pallas 47
Montcalm (USA) 26
Ochsenhaus,,r Ria (Germany) 33
Ogalitsu (CI 7152) (U.S.D.A.) 35

Pannier (CI 1330) (China) 83
Peruvian (Peru) 48

Refsum (Norway) 46
Scots Bere (Scotland) 65
Sigur (Iceland) 21

Sj~k (Norway) 34

Spain ( - ) 43
Stjernebyg (Faroe Islands) 26
Sval6f (Sweden) 17
lampar (Faroe Islands/Iceland) 47

Triumph (Trumph) (DDR) 44

lunga (Norway) 20

Velvet ((Manchuria x Lion) x Luth) 23

White Smyrna (Turkey) 17

Wurla (Sweden) 18

Zeiners Deutschmeister (Germany) 17

Zeiners Franken (Frankonia) 21

Average 34.0
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ibility from this source. Further, 'Suvi' 46/- x 'Titan' 57/-

gave 'Jo 11821 57/- (Fig. llb:6-7CD) with a susceptibility that

could come from any of the parents. 'Titan' 57/- most likely

has its susceptibility from 'Glabron' 55/- which again suggests

that it comes from 'Manchuria' (Fig. llb:6DE). 'Vantage' 50/-

may have its susceptibility from more sources including 'Newal'

19/- and 'Plush' 27/- (Fig. llb:6CD, cf. Tab. 3).

Many other barleys belonging to this susceptible group were

screened. Here will be mentioned only those varieties that could

not be placed in the pedigrees but which occur in the used lit-

erature or are provided for the screening (Tab. 10). Relatively

many of these susceptible barleys come from Nordic countries as

did the susceptible and very susceptible varieties set Up in

the 'Asplund'/'Maskin' series of pedigree (Fig. Ila and lib).

'Caja PF' has the Laevigatum-resistance against powdery mildew

which suggests that it belongs to the 'Vada' or the 'Minerva'

series but its background cannot be traced exactly. The two

'Criewener' barleys may be old varieties related to 'Criewener

403' 1/88 (Fig. 10:1-2DE, cf. the selections in 'Hanna' above).

The two Moroccan barleys must have been very susceptible to leaf

stripe since the products are still susceptible and very sus-

ceptible, respectively, after four hackcrosses to the moderate-

ly resistant 'Pallas' (fig. 7:4C). Finally, the very susceptible

'Triumph' is a widely grown variety at present.

4.2. Discussion

4.2.1. The material

The value of the screening is strongly dependent on the purity

of the barleys. In order to maintain the barleys in the collec-

tions a smaller or larger number were sown side by side at years

interval. Under such conditions the possibility cannot be over-

looked that spontaneous crossings may occur as well as an inter-

contamination in the field, nor during threshing. For these rea-

sons attacks on the level of 1-2% need not be characteristic for
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a variety. In some experiments it may be difficult to distin-

guish among symptoms of the common leaf stripe and the dwarfing

symptoms. This is why a small percentage of- attack may be noted

in the highly resistant varieties.

4.2.2. The significance

Much was done in order to make uniform condit ions with close to

100% inoculation and maximum attack. further, the presented re-

suits are based on the highest level of attack on each of the

barleys. However, the level of significance ma he quest oned in

this very heterogenous material with attack, ,;var ing from 0)-1001.,

after inoculation either with a population of the- pat hogern in

the field or with a monospore culture using the ;andwich method.

and further because parts of the screening vere made on a small

number of plants. For these reasons, we differentiated only a

few levels of resistance or susceptibility as indicated in the

section on material and methods. This is considered in the pedi-

gree analysis which is based on the degree of agreement bet ween

ancestors and offspring and may be regarded as the most probable

pattern of inheritance, This is supported by the fact that Siam-

pies of the same variety provided from different sources in most

cases had the same level of attack. Further, sister varieties

normally are in accordance with their parents, but possible ex-

planations are given when deviations occur. Some unexplainable

cases appear where significantly different levels of attack oc-

curred between different samples of the same variety. In these

cases we decided to use the sample in the pedigrees set-op that

we received from the breeder, though in some cases it had been

easier to explain the results if we had used the other sample.

The most extreme differences seen were the two X-ray mutants in

'Bonus' 18/-, 'Marl' with 8% vs. 43%, and 'Pallas' with 47, vs.

24% attack in the sample from breeder and elsejhere, respect lye-

ly.

It also makes it difficult to speak about differences where two

or more varieties with the same level of attark arc sugqested to

have different genes. Situations that occur hoth in resj';tant

and susceptible barleys are discussed belnw.
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4.2.3. Inoculation with a population or a monospore culture

The difference between the results after inoculation in the

field and the sandwich method is obvious. The main reasons maN

be that in the former case it is made with a population of th.

pathogen spread with conidia from the attacked plants to the

young seeds of the test barleys over a certain period of t ir,

and in the latter of inoculation with mycelium from a monnsport,

culture. Further, this culture is derived from a diseased plant

collected before the experiments were initiated. for thii rpo-

son, it not necessarily belongs to the population used for inow-

ulation in the field.

The set-up of the pedigrees is based exclusively on the flfld

inoculation because the sandwich test has not been usf,d I t o i

sufficient extent for setting pedigrees up in this context. IWn

series, however, of closely related variet ies IndIrate th;0

analogous inherited connections could be set up on the hao; i; ff

the sandwich method (cf. p. 47 and 51. Both of them ma h(

traced back to the 'Opal', 'Kenia', 'Maja' series and from them

back to 'Binder Abed', selected in 'Hanna'.

The varieties tested in the two series are characteri ed a, , r,-

sistant or moderately resistant after the field inotolati-i,

whereas they are susceptible or very susceptible after the ;ard-

wich method. Though selected in the susceptible 'Rigel', '[)rcn

Abed' appears equal to its grandparent 'Maja'. The rea-Don for

this will be explained below. the very high field resi!;ta r'f ,f

'Proctor' may be conditioned by an additive effet of ; qoi.

from each parent; it then constitutes a case arialo ou; to 't r -

ja'. The two varieties are, however, extremely different aftfr

exposure to the monospore culture. 'Stange' i s f rn!;(It- ,; iv

more resistant than its parents;.

By compar ing the results o(f the two met hods as t he appear ir

these two series and in the pedigrees that are set up in t iq f, -

12 it is obvious that some barleys were hiqhk re;ist ant aft tr

both methods, others were resistant or moderately res {,tst

after field inoculat ion, but suscept ible or very sus'ept IhleP

after inoculat ion with the monospore culture, and st ill other'.
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were susceptible or very susceptible after both methods. On this

basis we conclude that the resistances corresponding to the two

methods are governed by different genes. This is most clearly

seen in Tab. 7 where all the barleys are highly resistant after

inoculation in the field, whereas the range of susceptibility

after the sandwich method is 6-80% attack. In some highly re-

sistant varieties the genes might be the same as no differences

may be seen. Apart from this, the barleys are nearly always more

susceptible after the sandwich method and in only one case more

resistant.

4.2.4. Complex breeding

The reaction of the more or less closely interrelated barleys

that are included in pedigrees (Figs 6-12) cannot always be ex-

plained because of random variation, the complexity of their an-

cestors, and because not all are tested. The most complex back-

ground occurs in the case of a number of varieties from Weibulls

into which resistance to dwarf rust (Puccinia hordei Otth), Wei-

henstephan, and Monte Cristo powdery mildew (Erysiphe qramlnis

DC. f.sp. hordei Em. Marchal) resistance are bred via 'Tellus

D1 ' , 'lellus M 1 , 'Ingrid M,', 'Arla M ', and an unknown source

of Weihenstephan resistance (Fig. 8:5-6BF) (cf. EWERTSON, 1974,

1979, 1983). Another example is where nematode resistance was

bred into the barleys via 'Byq 191' (Barley 191 (English) = pal-

lidum 191 (French) = Hordoum pallidum cevada vulqare (nomen in-

validum, a primitive barley No. 191 in the collection at The

Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Copenhagen)) (cf.

the pedigrees and ANDERSEN, 1961), but there are several other

self-explanatory examples.

4.2.5. the Vada-resistance

The main part of the highly resistant barleys found in northwest

European collections has 'Vada' as one of its parents (Fig. 6).

This fact was first observed by KNUDSEN (1980) without a test

for the inheritance.
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'Vada' came from 'Gull Sv.' 14/52 x H. laevigatum. The resist-

ance may hardly have come from the former parent if it is homo-

genous, nor from that line of H. laevigatum we tested here as

it had 15% attack with leaf stripe. H. laevigatum, however, is

known to be heterogenous (cf. SHEWRY et al., 1979; LINDE-LAURSEN

et al., 1982). Therefore, it is likely that this resistance came

from this source. This is further supported by the origin of the

highly resistant barley line 'Jo 1341' 4/1 from Finland as H.

laevigatum x 'Jo 0758' though the chance that the latter parent

may have carried the field resistance from either 'Bethge III'

7/- (12.5%) or 'Olli' 4/- (6.25%) (Fig. llb:7-8A8) cannot be

left out of account.

The probability that 'Bomi', 'AIf', Havila', and Uffe 'Sejet'

carry the Vada-resistance may be explained only indirectly. DROS

(1957) mentioned that 'Minerva' 10/- was brought on the market

without further selection, whereas the selections for the sister

variety 'Vada' were discarded in the first instance, and a bet-

ter one was selected and brought on the market as 'Vada' . This

may or may not indicate the possibility of more heterogenicity

in 'Minerva' than in 'Vada'. Further, LINDE-LAURSEN et al.

(1982) mention some heterogenicity in 'Minerva'. 'Bonus' 18/-

may have been composed of a resistant and a more susceptible

component as discussed below in connection with 'Maja'. Nothing

else can be stated on the basis of the pedigree that could con-

tribute to the high resistance of the three first-mentioned

varieties nor in the ancestors of 'Uffe Sejet' (Figs 7:2AE, 7:

4-5AC).

4.2.6. Other resistant barleys

Apart from those with the Vada-resistance, each of the few high-

ly resistant barleys in the pedigrees has a background of its

own. The resistance of 'Freja' 2/1 seems' conditioned by two

genes: one from 'Opal'-'Maja', which likely carries the same

gene for resistance, and one from 'Seger' 5/- (Fig. 8:1AB).

These are termed Opa 7 and 5eg 5, respectively. 'Jo 1345' 0/5

constitutes a comparable case as 'Herta' 7/- and 'Ingrid' 8/-

carry the same gene as 'Opal' 7/- (Opa 7), so it cannot have

"" i f m ml~mII i N I a iN
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come from 'Vega Sv.' 37/- (Veg 37) (Fig. llb:2-3BD, cf. 'Victo-

ria' in Tab. 8). The explanation of why we regard 'Freja' 2/1

and 'Jo 1345' 0/5 as significantly more resistant than their

parents lies in the high level of resistance in 'Freja' in three

samples obtained from different collections, and in that 'Opal'

7/-, 'Herta' 7/-, and 'Ingrid' 8/-, each with the same gene (Opa

7) are equally attacked.

'Freja' 2/1 x 'Lenta' 9/- gave the highly susceptible variety

'Hafnia' 76/- which should indicate that it is without any re-

sistance genes from the parents but as 'Lenta' 9/- from 'Maja'

3/26 x 'Kenia' 5/- after all should carry the Opa 7 gene; this

gene should be in both parents if the suggestions on 'Freja' are

correct. Thus, 'Hafnia' 76/- should carry this resistance gene.

This might invalidate our supposition unless the reaction of

'Lenta' has something to do with a previously existing heteroge-

nicity of 'Maja' and 'Kenia' which is discussed below (Fig. 10:

4BC).

According to the breeder, 'Alfa' 2/1 should originate from a

selection in 'Kenia' 5/- but there are several indications that

it has not much to do with 'Kenia'. ANDERSEN (1961) supposed

'Alfa' to be a mutation in 'Kenia', but as it is different in

other characters than just the nematode resistance this can

hardly be the case; rather it is a question of contamination

(Per Lundin, pers. comm.). As indicated by NIELSEN and FRYDEN-

BERG (1972) 'Kenia' appears completely monomorphic today, where-

as both the selected varieties 'Alfa' 2/1 and 'Fero' 5/- (Fig.

9:1AB) deviate from 'Kenia' in chromosome banding (LINDE-LAURSEN

et al., 1982). These facts indicate that 'Kenia' originally may

have been heterogenous.

The highly resistant 'Piikkio' 3/3 (Fig. ,10:7A) is a Finnish

land variety from 1922 (MULTIMAKI and KASEWA, 1983).

It is clear that 'Franks Hohenloher' 0/3 carries the resistance

from 'Bethge I' 1/3, and after all it is likely that 'Betzes'

-/1.4 (CI 6398) has this resistance. The resistance of this sam-

ple of 'Betzes' is in agreement with KNUDSEN (1986). We also
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tested another sample of 'Betzes' which had 17% attack after

field inoculation and 8% after the sandwich method. This is the

only case where the susceptibility after the sandwich method ap-

pears significantly lower than after the field inoculation (Fiq.

12:7-8BD).

Outside the connections with the barleys in the pedigrees, we

found a relatively high number of highly resistant and resistant

barleys (Tabs 4-6). Not much is known about these harleys apart

from the observation that several of them also were found re-

sistant by other authors (Tab. 11).

'Rex 11' (Tab. 4) is a nematode-resistant selection made in 'Rex

Abed' 10/- by Professor C.A. Jorgensen (cf. ANON., 1948, where

it is designated 'K.V.A.L.', and ANDERSEN, 1961). 'Rex Abed' was

selected in old Danish barley in 1918 by the breeder H.A.B. Ves-

tergaard (IVERSEN, 1919/20; ANDERSEN, 1961). It has nothing to

do with the Canadian 'Rex' ('Velvet' x 'Hannchen', WIEBE and

RIED, 1961) as formerly assumed (SKOU and HAAHR,1985).

'Tystofte Kors' 0/4.5 (Tab. 5), originally designated 'Tystofte

25' 1/18 (Tab. 7), was described as a cross between 2-rowed and

6-rowed "old Danish barley" (MORTENSEN, 1909; IVERSEN, 1915).

After field inoculation, the two samples behave equally well,

but they might possibly be different after the sandwich method.

The leaf stripe resistance in 'Tystofte Kors' was observed al-

ready in 1910 (MORTENSEN et al., 1911) and by comparing this

with the resistance of other barleys it is noted that usually it

is least attacked (LIND et al., 1917), or so to speak, is nearly

always free of the disease (LIND and RAVN, 1918). Though, these

results were based on spontaneous infection, these observations

may be regarded very realistically because of the usually very

high inoculum potential at that time with up to 50% attack on

susceptible varieties (LIND et al., 1916; LIND and RAVN, 1918;

STAPEL et al., 1976). As far as we have scanned the literature,

'Tystofte Kors' seems to be the first barley variety in the

world described as resistant to leaf stripe, and it is still re-

sistant, not only in Denmark but also in U.S.A. (SHANDS and

ARNY, 1944) and Canada (LOISELLE, 1985).
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Varieties with 'Maja' and/or 'Kenia' as parents and those sel-

ected in these two varieties appear with two levels of attack -

apart from that of 'Alfa' mentioned above - one level equal to

that of the parents and another significantly higher. further,

selections in the latter, suscept ible group - 'Denso Abed' and

'Drost A' - exhibit a level of resistance equal to that of their

grandparents. Analogous heterogenicit ies were found by NI[I StN

and f RYDENBERG (1972) and I INDE-LAURS.N et al. (1982) who note

that 'Opal', 'Ma~ja' , and 'Kenia' from 'Binder' x 'Gull ';v. ' dif-

fer from their parents as they are known t oday and refer to

heterogenicity in 'Binder' (NlFlSFN and IRYD[NBFRG, 1972).

'Maja' and 'Kenia' are also mutually di ffvreot rI I 5 WRN et aI.,

1979). hese facts should surprise no one as it i s common prac-

Lice in the breeding that the best lines selected after a rros ;

are bulked to make the new variety, and this is wh it may he

regarded as natural that properties not selected for ma show up

in the new varieties. Therefore, these results support tI e s ig-

nificance of the experiments rather than confosie them.

'Bonus' 18/- may originate f from the more soscept it) 1e part of the

original 'Maja ' , but also this variety is supposed to he het er -

genous, as after X-ray treatment it produced 'Mar ' 8, i aId

'Pallas' 4/- that are selected for other characters tthin re!"is -

ance to leaf stripe. For this reason, the characters concerninq

this disease must have been present in the ancestor c f. [I ID -

-LAURSEN, 1978; LINDE-LAURSEN et al., 1982). In this 'onted I t

should be mentioned that three other samples of 'Mar' icIudeI

in our tests proved susceptible with 22-43% attack liq. 7:4-

6BC).

4.2.7. Open flowering

formerly, infe--tion through open flowers was widely disciissd

but difficult to prove (cf. FUCHS, 19301; lSENW.I<, 1930,. ,tlNI-

SON (1946), on the other hand , got e re I I en t rfesu Ilts by i i nocuI a-

tion through the open male sterile flowers. On the bas;Is of thI'

way of spreading and pathogenesis of the disease (ef. PIAHIN-

KAMP, 1976; ILV 1OTDAI I and HAl f , 1976) it should twh expect ed

that varieties with a pronounced tendency to open flnwerinq were

de- mmmm m-m m mmmm
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more susceptible to leaf stripe than those that almost exclu-

sively have closed flowers. This is not always so, however.

'Freja' 2/1 and 'Herta' 7/-, which are highly resistant and re-

sistant, respectively, have a rather large tendency to flower

with open flowers because of their large lodiculae, whereas

'Svanhals Sv.' 21/- (Fig. 10:1DE) with small lodiculae and near-

ly exclusively closed flowers is rather susceptible (cf. PEDER-

SEN and JORGENSEN, 1965).

4.2.8. Partiel resistance and additive susceptibility promoting

factors

Lining up the results after increasing susceptibility, KNUDSEN

(1980) got a continuously steep increasing level of attack that

made him suppose that many genes might be involved to give a

range from zero to almost 100% attack. The presented results

give so many examples of explainable hereditaries concerning re-

sistance and susceptibility to leaf stripe that it cannot occur

merely by chance. This allows us to suppose that only a rela-

tively small number of genes are necessary to make the broad

range of attack. This supposition is plausible because of the

examples of additive effect of resistance, intermediary effect

of either resistance or susceptibility, and additive effect of

susceptibility that are explained on the basis of the pedigrees

(Figs 6-12). The most striking evidence of "additive suscepti-

bility promoting factors" (ASPF) or the opposite if we consider

resistance is set up in Tab. 9 where the level of attack on more

than 50 varieties may be explained on the basis of five or six

genes in varying combinations of one to three or four genes in

each variety. None of these genes condition more than 40% at-

tack, hut they are responsible for 15-80% attack. The genes are

named after the basic varieties and their level of attack apart

from that of 'Maskin' 47/- in which we assume two genes (Mas 29

and Mas 18) are present "in order to get the table working".

'lammi' 29/- from '01W' 4/- x 'Asplund' 37/- (Fig. lla:lAB) ap-

pears intermediary between the parents. For this reason it carry

both genes (011 4 and Asp 37). 'Otra' 23/- from 'Tammi' 29/- x

'Fdda' 54/- (Fig. lla:l-2AB) is on the same level and then is
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suggested to carry either the genes Oll 4 and Asp 37 or Ol 4

and Veg 37. These combinations were traced in the later off-

spring. In this context it should be mentioned that SHANDS and

ARNY (1944) found 20% attack in the 'Olli' x 'Asplund' cross.

There are two problematic cases in the pedigrees because of two

significantly different samples of each of 'Kristina' (10/-,

22/-) and 'Asa Sv.' (2/69, 32/89). The former level of attack in

each is that on the sample provided from the breeder. It is

shown as striking, however, that both 'Kristina' 10/- and 'Kris-

tina' 22/- could come from its parents, 'Mari' 8/45 x 'Domen'

29/- (Fig. 1la:4A). Further, that 'Vega Abed' 22/- from 'Lofa

Abed' 2/51 x 'Kristina' is reasonable if its level of attack is

22%. 'Agneta' 70/- may have only the gene Veg 37 if the sample

of 'Asa Sv.' with 32% attack is one of the ancestors (Fig Ila:

2D). This causes us to assume that 'Kristina' and 'Asa Sv.' have

been heterogenous.

4.2.9. Comparison of the results with those of other outhors

Additive effects comparable with our results were observed by

ARNY (1945b) who found three factors involved in the resistance

of 'Oderbrcker' and that two varieties may have factors in com-

mon, by PRASAD (1974) who found a cumulative effect of genes for

resistance to leaf stripe, and by SUNESON (1950) who concluded

that the resistance may be dominant or recessive and involves

more than six genes. Further, he found that the resistance of

'Club Mariout' may be conditioned by at least two genes in a

"multiple gene action".

Several other authors have screened series of barleys for re-

sistance to leaf stripe and in many cases the same varieties

have been involved. The nine largest of these investigations are

surveyed in lab. 11 in order to facilitate comparison of simil-

arities and differpnces though it may be done only in general

terms because of differences in methods and inoculation poten-

tia.
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Table II. Comparison or the different author's screening of barley

varieties for resistance to barley leaf stripe. Percentage of attack.

Name I. 1I III IV V VI Vii Viii IX
f s

I MOdl1 (Cl 2063) 0 0 0 0

2 White Catal (CI 920) 0 0 1
3 Vada a 0 0.3 0.6

4 Georgie 0 0 0 1.2 9.2
5 Aif 0 0.7 0.2

6 NVila 0 0.7 5.8
7 Betaes (CI 6390) 1.4 0 0
8 Zita 0 2.0 0 0 0

9 lshtor (CI 1615) 0 3.4 0 a

i0 Tystofte Kors
(Cl 9ti. CI 6503) 0 4.5 0.5 2-3

II Dorsett (Cl 4821) 0 6.2 1

12 3u i Abed 0 13.3 27-43

13 Jenny 0 182 11.3

14 Gatami (Cl 1413) 0 41.2 1.4 6 0
15 Proctor 0 09.0 0.8

16 Cocnutum (CI 2215) 0.5 1.0 2.0 0 0

17 C1 4623 0.7 0 0.4 0 0

18 Ci 3690 I 0 0 0
19 Aloa I 0 1.1 6.2

20 Hurasakl ochi
(CI 5099) 1.5 1.7 0

21 Jplter 2 0 1.8
22 'reja So. 2 1.0 0.5 23.7

23 Lofs Abed 2 50.7 O.7 5.6 1.1
24 Varundo 2 50.7 2.8
25 As& Sv. 2 69.1 89

26 Stewart (CI 6112) 3 1.0 0
27 risca C 3 5.3 5.9
28 Black Hull-less

(Cl 2277) 7 12.6 1.3 29

29 Wrrlor 3 15 10.1

30 Samba 5v. 3 19.4 2.2 13.9

31 Emir 3 19.9 3.0 15.0 2.8
32 RupAl 3 24.0 7.0 0.2
33 Neyjar 3 20.3 17.0
34 Albion 3 80.4 33.8

OM,rh, Oh,,.I 2.2

36 Yak erls 0 14

37 Velvon 4 16 9.2

I8 Galore C 14.1
39 PailaSn. C 7.9 15.1

40 0111 C 37 6 0

01 0.et Cool I 2253) 0.5 6.1 0 0
02 aelaw 0 5 32.0 5.0 21.5
03 Hany. 7 0

0.

00 fort W 31 0.7

45 Chinese Black (CI 1969) 7 1.0 0

46 Ciandia 7 4.9 12.5
07 Cr0 Royal 7 7.3

08 Sult.n 7 8.9
49 Togo 7 10.6
50 Susan 7 11.3

I MandolIn 7 10.0
52 S1ra 7 20

53 Torkel 7 33.9 2.3 21.2
"0 wing 7 69.0 1.5 1.9

55 lngrld 8 12 51.2

96 Erie (Goldfoll x Aipha) 0

57 Senat 3.9
50 cery Sejet 0 5.7 12.5 2.7

59 Mori Sv. 45.5 19
60 Flynn (Cl 1311) 9 0

CI Heines Nois. II 10 0
62 frebI (CI 996) 10 5 9.0
69 50100 Pr 0 1.0 .4 1.2

00 Tyra Pr 10 .9 10.1 5.2

69 firlbecks III 10 11.8

Continues next page
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Table 11 continued

Name 1. II iII IV V Vi VIl VIII IX

r s

66 Black Hull-less
(see no. 28) 10 27

67 Europa (Germany) 10 3.3

68 Golden Drop 10 26

69 Mona Sn. 10 1.6 14.2 9

70 Kclstlna Sv. 10 10.7 16

71 Colsess IV (Cl 5979) 10 68

72 Gunhild II 10.3

73 Anna Abed II 15.3

74 Flavina II 6.6 18.0

75 Ansgar a 11 68.1 1.4 15.5

76 MirJam Sejet 12 4.4 20.5

77 Tregal 16 11.4

78 Albert 14 15.5

79 Gull Sv. 14 52.0 33

80 Bay 15 0

81 Regal 1865-- IS 0

82 Hellas 15 4.8 36

83 Duplex IS 43

80 O.A.C. 21 15 83 35.6

85 Ida 16 5.0 16.2

86 Carlsberg 11 17 A.8

87 White Smyrna 17 7

80 CilIa 17 3.9 22

89 Tron SeJet 17 9.4 15.0

90 Nordal 17 15.6

91 Hannchen 17 50.0 7 0

92 Atln 18 0 16.6

93 Bonus Sv. 18 0.3 3.6 16

94 Newal 19 18 2.2

95 Prlmus I1 19 14.)

96 AirQItta S-. 19 27 34

97 Monte Crlsto 20 35

90 Tern 21 2.9 15.7

99 Aramir 21 5.0 26.1 15.2

100 VegL Abed 22 2.5 20.0

101 Spartan 25 14 0 0

102 Kindred 26 83 20.8

103 Ouks 26 0.3 15.1 21.3

104 Compana (CI 5438) 26 0 11.0

105 Montcalm 26 29.0

106 Plush 27 51 27.0

107 Gula Abed 30 3.4 28.2

108 Abyssinian 33 > 45

109 Harry 33 7.5 33.3

110 Edda So. 34 01.0 54.6

Ill Dine Abed 37 8.9 22.7

112 Primus 38 9.0

113 Chevron (CI 1111) 40 7

114 Edda 11 S. 41 62 B5.0

HI5 Birka 42 18.3

I11 SpaIn 43 23

117 Triumph 44 5.6

i18 Caja pr 50 32.2 30.1

119 vantage 50 3.3

120 Leml Sejet 50 18.0 21.2 TI.7

121 x-n 53 16

122 Glabron 55 30

122a Glabron (CI 4577) 27

123 Titan 57 10 0

124 Jet 57 93

125 Pirolilne 68 0 50.0

126 Pannier (Ca 1330) 83 38.6 92

127 Velvet (CI 4252) 90.5

128 Velvet 23 76.0 1.7 45 0

The columns headed with Roman numbers present comparable results of different authors. I: The present experiments

If: Inoculation in the field; s: Inoculation with the Sandwich method). I: KNUDSEN, 1980 (Denwark). III: KNUSEN,

1981 (Denmark). IV: SMEOEGARDo-PETERSEN and JORGENSEN, 1982 (Denmmrk). V: KRISTIANSSON and NILSSON. 1975 (Sweden).

VI: NILSSON, 1975 (Sweden). VII: SHANOS and ARMY, 1944 (Wisconsin, U.S.A.). VIII: KLINE, 1972 (North Carolina,

U.S.A.). IX: METZ and 5HARER, 1979 (Montana, U.S.A.).

We have tested 'Regal 1865', whereas KLINE tested 'Regal- CI 5030 (Of. FIg. lib:6E).

Eight lines with 45-845 diseased plants.

mamma i ~ ~ l/ I m dr-, -- n m m
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The most general agreement exists concerning the highly resist-

ant and resistant varieties, though there are exceptions, r q ,

'Georgie' (Tab. 11 no. 4), 'Juli Abed' (Tab. 11 no. 12), and

'Freja Sv.' (Tab. 11 no. 22). The inoculum potential in 11

(KNUDSEN, 1980) has been rather low, but in spite of that these

results are in close agreement with ours. The reason for this

may be that both are based on inoculation in the field and in

the same country - and may be the same population of the patho-

gen. When monospore cultures are involved, it is obvious that

there are more or less pronounced differences from one author to

another, and this is an indirect indication of physiological

specialization in the pathogen. It is, however, in accordance

with the results of analyses of physiological specialization

found by several authors (CHRISTENSEN and GRAHAM, 1934; ARNY,

1945a; KLINE, 1972; NILSSON, 1975; SMEDEGAARD-PETERSEN and JOR-

GENSEN, 1982; TEKAUZ, 1983; KNUDSEN, 1986). In contrast, KLINE

(1971) found nothing pointing to a pathogenic specialization

concerning winter barley.

In connection with lab. 11 (cf. no. 127 and 128), it should he

mentioned that we tested five samples of 'Velvet':

'Velvet' (C.A.N. 1133) 3/6.7

'Velvet' 23/76

'Velvet Ottawa' 36/-

'Velvet 447' 39/-

'Velvet' (CI 4252) -/90.5

An isoenzyme test on the resistant 'C.A.N. 1133' and the highly

susceptible 'CI 4252' revealed a different pattern (Gunnar Niel-

sen, pers. comm.). ISENBECK (1930) found 17.7% attack on 'Vel-

vet', whereas KLINE (1972) found zero attack, and SHANDS and

ARNY (1944) found 45% attack on 'Velvet' ,CI 4252) which, when

crossed with 'lystofte Kors' (CI 918) with 2% attack, gave a

product with zero attack which suggests a dominantly conditioned

resistance (cf. Tab. 5 and the discussion above). CHRISTENSEN

and GRAHAM (1934) indicated 20% attack on 'Velvet' as an average

of the cultures that attacked this variety. Their level of at-

tack, however, seems rather lower than ours, but the general
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line of comparable varieties, 'Black Hull-less', 'Glabron',

'Spartan', and 'Trebi' (Cl 936) follow the same pattern as our

results (cf. Fig. lb and Tab. 11). KNUDSEN (1986) who used the

sandwich method found 'Velvet' (CI 4252) susceptible to seven

northwest European isolates of the pathogen and resistant to

five isolates from Tunesia and Morocco. 'Betzes' (CL 6398) was

susceptible to an isolate from Wales and highly resistant to

eleven other isolates. 'Havila' and 'Zita' with the Vada-resist-

ance were susceptible to a Finnish and a Moroccan isolate and

highly resistant to all others. 'Lofa Abed' was susceptible to a

Danish isolate - the same Ax-48 isolate as it was susceptible to

in our experiments - and highly resistant to all the others.

'Lami' and 'Warrior' were generally susceptible. 'Glabron' and

'Velvet' were resistant in India, whereas 'Hannchen', 'Pannier'

and 'Spartan' varied from highly resistant to susceptible de-

pending on the isolate of the pathogen (MOHAMMAD and MAHMOOD,

1973). LOISELLE (1985) found only 0.33% resistant harle s out of

6999 tested. The following ten of his resistant varieties were

also tested by us (our percentage of attack in bracketU: 'Bay'

(15/-), 'Chevron' (40/-), 'Dorsett' (0/6.2), 'Glabron' (5 -

'Tystofte Kors' (0/4.5), 'Modia' (0/0), 'Murasaki Mochi' (I.'

1.7), 'Titan' (57/-), 'Velvon' (4/-), 'Warrior' (3/15', and

'White Gatami' (0/0). TEKAUZ (1983) found 'Betzes' (CI 6398'

highly resistant as it was in our experiments (Fig. 12:BCD .

'Birka' was susceptible to very susceptible, and 'Herta' and

'Olli' varied from 4.1 to 30.3% and from 2.0 to 51.2%, respec-

tively, whereas in our experiments they are regarded resistant.

ISENBECK (1930) had 'Heils Franken' resistant and 'Bavaria',

'Isaria', and 'Velvet' susceptible in agreement with our re-

sults. SUNESON and SANTONI (1943) had 'Atlas', 'Hannchen' , and

'Irebi' considerably more susceptible than they were in our e-

periments. HABGOOD (1972) found 'Anoidium' and 'Proctor' as good

to moderately resistant; in agreement with this we found 4 - and

0/49% attacks, respectively. FROGNER (1978) found 'Stanqe' field

resistant, and MAGNUS (1979) found 'Lise' very susceptible. We

ran agree with both results.
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ARNY (1945a) tested three lines of 'Atlas' and found them all

resistant to two isolates of the pathogen and susceptible to

one. Finally, DICKSON (1956) notes that 'Glabron', 'Hannchen',

'Newal', 'Regal', 'Spartan', 'Trebi', and 'Velvon' were "resist-

ant enough for practical stripe control". We can agree only in

the observation concerning 'relvon'.

5. INHERITANCE OF THE VADA-RESISTANCE

5.1. Material and method

The Vada-resistant 'Zita' (Fig. 6) was crossed with the highly

susceptible 'Cl 6944' (Fig. 13) and the hulbosum-technique was

used on F for production of a series of redoubled monoploids to

form the basis for an analysis of the inheritance of the resist-

ance.

This technique - described in detail by JENSEN (1977) - is sum-

marized as follows:

1. First crossing using the varieties to be analysed.

2. sooeniyme test on half kernels of F1 to ensure

hybridization.

5. Sowing the other half of the F kernels.

4. Second crossing: F, plants x Hordeum bulbosum L.

5. Initiation of embryo formation and rejecting the

bulbosum chromosome followed by culturing of the

resulting monoploids (haploids).

6. fhromosome redoubling with colchicin.

7. The homozyqotic chromosome redoubled plants, the

doubled monoploids, were propagated separately

and used for the experiments.

Bf this procedure, the genes from the parents should be uniform-

1) distributed between the doubled monoploids if a fairly high

nromhr are produced.

ddr mm•mm•-m•[ m m••m
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Reciprocal crossings were made and 101 chromosome redoubled

monoploids were made from the F1 plants.

Inoculation of the 101 lines in the field was made by sowing

leaf stripe infected seeds in every second row and Uie lines in

between. The test for resistance was performed in the greenhouse

with four replicates of 25 plants per pot. The 101 lines were

tested also with disease-free seeds inoculated by the sandwich

method an described above with 150 seeds sown per line in one

tray and without replications.

A statistical analysis was made on the square-root-transformed

data of the redoubled monoploids (cf. MOSTELLER and TUKEY,

1949).

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Expression of the resistance

The first crossings were made in the field in the presence of

leaf-stripe-diseased plants that produced conidia. Later, when

Cuure 13, Barley leaf stripe. Two plots with the Vada-resistant

.'l V the rear, without any attack, and two with the highly

op-tlo *C[ 6944. in front, without any healthy plants. Both

.4t -',-. were e-posed equally to inoculum.



the resulting hybrids were grown in the qreenhrni,'f, : M ,t

them qot leaf stripe which they should riot ha,.e if the - ,1.,-

-resistance is one qene conditioned and domirant. H-rwetf.r, ,, wi

could neither know anything about the level oif it i nulat ior, r

if reciprocal crossings would give equal results, we dr'i'l(i t

test a series of reciprocal crossings bv use of the .ar)tw If,

method in order to ensure the highest possible inuruliim pot eo -

tial. The results were 23.5% leaf Stripe for 'it a' ' '

6944' 9 and 28.0% for 'Zita' 9 x '('l 6944' " that are rnot I ( -

nificantly different. 'Zita' and 'Cl 6944' had 0% ar,d 9R.,% I1.-

eased plants, respectivelv, in this test. IhIr irtPrmediat r .

pression of the disease on the FI hybrids suggests that tfhe rr--

sistance is semi-dominant. It is, however, also po'f';ihle t h;

the Vada-resistance is recessive and that the resijlt. are an, ,i-

pression of partial resistances disguised behind the "ma phr" re-

sistance gene in 'Zita', compare the analysis below.

The level of attack was measured a month before and at hark"'t

at growth stage 10-10.5 in order to get an impres-,ion of the

earliness of the symptoms. Some of the resistant redobih led mor,,-

ploids, that were characterized by having a number if dwarf nr,,

plants at harvest, showed weak siymptoms alreadv a month elrli"r

but the symptoms had disappeared in a few of them aqair at har-

vest. In five susceptible redoubled monoploids nothing was ,r'ir.r

a month before harvest, whereas 15 had weak symptoms, !'j i.,

clear symptoms, and four had very pronounced symptoms. the l.'t

els of the three last categories were in concordance wut, tI,,

severity of the attacks at harvest.

5.2.2. Disease reaction of the redoubled mcnoplnids

The test after field inoculation included two samples of ea(h ,f

the original parents and was performed with four replirate-,u o

25 kernels sown per pot. One of the two samples of 'IIla' hail

one diseased plant and the other none. A ,omparison of the isi-

enzyme pattern of the diseased olant and '/ita' showed a clear

deviation which made us conclude that thin plant had nothing t1

do with 'lita'. The two samples of 'fl 6944' had 82% and 8%

diseased plants, respectively. In thin test the 101 lines had

IIIskI--
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either a larqe number of diseased plants with the common leaf

stripe symptoms or a smaller number of dwarfing, tillering

plants with only weak symptoms (cf. Chapter 3). In 12 of the

samples with dwarfinq, tillering plants, only one or two plants

were character i ed as diseased, and obv'iousl, in only four had

there been a considerable number with each symptum (set in

brackets in Fiq. 14'. These results indicate that we are dealinq

with two fundamentally different expressions of the disease

which is further explained by plottinq the square root of the

number of plants with each of the two symptoms in the redoubled

monoploids aqaingt each other in a system of co-ordinates ,cf.

MOI I I F R and IIJKf Y, 1949 'I iq. 14). If the two -;etc-, ( s mp-

tom weie related the, should spread from thr mean within two

t impes t he it andar rd de . Iat ion, hut in the present case non l tho e

with no .;vmptormg la, with in F his area. Apart from the 16 ;am l) I P

ment innpd above, the redoubled monplnids had either the dwart-

inq ,vmpt oms or t he common lea f t r i pe smpt ms a I one . T h,

means that the rpd h Ihl d monroploids are either h I hI, res t an t

I " *1.° -

Itat. .e me wmu e igw~e smb sm e¢ N ~ gm

Iigure IC rOutmr li|rr? tpe rp~tr,1t i sf ,.vllr I ,r '.' t. )llrr

bOsrI.y 1ee
€ 

sf'rtfp SyC0IrtO with *"p 1eat'r~j. 'IIl ,r,, fp#,,*

tac a( I fter 'Iei ,rnnn,., .t I iin lad 'C..' ii th. , l rjwuh n...Se lJ te4 r

*etp~r~xh. ,  I'dlrafe the *ftlb 'it' Ph. lm l, )O*iiP ' lit. -ef, *i

C!I 69C' lriqht., rexpwntv~

,mare~~~~~~~ • m ia a i |• t di g. m e
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or highly susceptible and in both cases with mechanism(s) behind

that modifies the reactions. Further, on this basis the propor-

tion of resistant to susceptible plants 57:44 is not different

from 1:1 indicating a one-gene conditioned resistance.

Iwo of the redoubled monoploids were lost due to a poor seed

setting. The remainder 99 redoubled monoploids were tested with

the sandwich method together with six replicates of each of the

original parents. Of these 'Zita' had zero attack and on an

average 'IN 6944' had 98.1% attack. Only very few dwarfing

plants were detected. This explains why there was nearly exclu-

sively zero attack or a high percentage of attack in a 56:43

proportion, which is not different from 1:1, in agreement with

the former experiment.

The percentages of attacks in the two experiments were plotted
agairnst each other in a system of co-ordinates in order to see

how well they are in agreement (Fig. 15). Again, the redoubled

monopl ids are clearl\ separated in a highly resistant group and

tr!;qhl ( sti ept ihle one. The former qroup is spread along thf.

r (Itinat trcatise the dwarfing plants in the test after field I n-

rit I ;it I on were reglarded as d i seased in this context . the SIP;-

1 'pt IhIe rirrip spread around the upper end of the axis bet we.i

' r PI) I t w t h the two r inal parents (marked with . . A

,t ;it '.1 I I l ( .i a i lv;i'; of this group shows a hiqh level of sigoir f -

ii ;M, V p ( .01 oI( differ ences tbet ween the I iner , and fir-

Ihe r m ir v a crrelIat ioo rnef fi r- ent of 0. 58. This means that tW('

hI r 'i' orf the I a r i at inon are dJe to t tie methodJ. the last t ti rd

m,;t haIvP other n-arises, tis third, however, Is siqnif I ;rrt

t'oti I r) ,tj(jge'it t ha It I has a genet i(al has i 8hat ma, he rin-

',df- .10t 1 ;11a it inni i) part i al re I qt ant-. t h is part t i at I I t 
-

ai., - mo,,t ha kt, lme f rum / I a' h r liu e t tie (t hie r pitarPnt I

- o

t ti, e, t I l In f It th
I  I h,(rid InI ttie ) een te i lt IVest I lt lol

hi', that Ithv i ;,la-r Iitanl r is neither ,tnmitiatt nor ret P'-
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Flaure 15. field inoculation versus mycelial inoculation from a

monospore culture using the sandwich method for differentiation

of resistance and susceptibility to barley leaf stripe in 99

chromosome redoubled monoplolds produced with the buZbh',um-

-technique after the cross of 'Zito' and 'CI 69"41. The aster-

Isks indicate the attack an 'Zito, and 'CT 6944', respeftively.

slue, but may/ bP different in other vane,,. ARNY , 1 44"h fnOurlij

that it depend,-; on the varlet =en rrnsted and f he t+iumhe, rt of ,=+

involved. SUNISON ( 1946 tcronpd a ,,tunrrept ihle sinip nte~r~ h It, r-

ley with gix variet ies' and fouJnd from 6 to 6(1% at t ork w it h 1 it ;f

st r ipe in the 1 1 produred, but n.3 non~e ofth hP11a I I bi paren~t ,;

were tes~ted riot hinc ran be .9aid about t tie level of d=+minan(-e tt

recett+ veneP, i. I at t, r he ( i(INI MIN , 1 9%il 1 1 outd m onl If re-qurrt I

t hot Inr~ollp I et e dom11 i anc- P orcur red, hbut pnrt lal dn~m I fta rict. ,

dominalnc~e n( nijm(rppt thi I it Vf anti "weak rrnil tanve"P
+ 

iiinti were pre-

Rent . Thpqe finding!) are in alqrrement with= ou r reftiulfn.

At firt~t we tl d the term "Otunted" when we oi-herrved the small.I

t llprinq plant, n ith+ weak ,tymptti1s I( 01 an'd HAAMR, 1904 btt

an thin ter'm trq aied in i rinnrf-r inn with' the c-ommo ri -vmptnm+i it(

AffOici
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barley leaf stripe, we decided instead to use the term "dwarf-

iog, t illering" for the symptoms now and then onccirr log of, i tw

highly resistant plants. It was characteristic in the tep;t of

the redoubled nronoploids that none of the highly !siracepi rhip

lines had any dwarfing, t il ering plants, whereas the hirhl i re-

sistant lines had either zero attack, a few dwarfing, tillerrrtq

plants, or a few plants of both categories (SKOU and HAAHW,

1984; cf. Chapter 3). In the last case, it might he a gor'o r

of the ability to distinguish the two sets cf symptoms.

The level of resistance tn harlev leaf stripe can he ft-,vt nols

i r terms of percentage of attack in occurr ing as an at)i I it , t

escape the disease. In order to overcome this di f ficirl f me, iret

the b u Ibos um- t echn iq hrpec ause i t lea ds inortatn t Iv t o v tmp iI'tv

tomozyqot ic r edoublIed monoplIo id I iries an rd he c ause it r ; Millth

le's, time consuming than hreeding uniot I ; or F14 geoeral rtti;irc,

reached. On this hasis we uncovered a singqle-gene cotd it i rit

res ist ance in ' i1ta 'wh ich we t ermed tada -re!;i st arce tbet ti;i i

the origin of the source.

I ifNfif K ' 19 S ) t enterid F Iai d f4 genieral ions andrtlort ;# lit1

hreadth in levels o f a t t 4ick depend ing otn t he v ar e t i v-; t r ,

T hese crossings covered the whole arnig trom iert lto nio)r, t i.

6 0 % at I ack . SHANDSi arid ARNY 1944 testrifed mnart', cro-rs'ritt; . tiot

I t Is I o titIear wh it-h f r I i af I general i art wast; r Il" rt it ' I f-

seleI Ct ed res isetant , eiusfcept itile arnd iritermerliar, I rie Iif' I

t he c rirs i nq. Ithese eriper imerit 9 we re (-it irired iit hr Itif- . t r , i

fit ridi e!; of ARN't ( 194511 who tested f rom I trf, I %. Na t oral I

Ire clear est resitlis% were on I %. with ItIIe i i ne'; *tprend ar t r i it if

ferent leePl s itf at t a ck as in the caser in I e %tir i menr, t,t

1 10 NBI UK (19 ii) . D it t h i-; ties is to hte tint-rito- it d twit I fr. tI i

to 'Iot ar- (Iu i nd twit I vlie,4 o it ai 9cePptI i h i I r I % fllr it itt ';riMr (t

me re c.ri)io iIt I ore 'mit Pi V rt re P f l lfit gtene . I lit titer r irn i. t 'l

ior)Peir f I line r i riq mai Ic P , i fI Ic lihar In r wiff1t h Ii 1 n-b I ' r $ it Ii tt

t(pile rirnl. i-i t I on t11oircrtt .m I *tf airir "IM~ "ON, , %

the ratal V i I iof t fie 4- recA int oce it I s.c ltirsei a 'li.0s nirt I al ti'1

I it ion in part toaI re-Ai once fliaquird it) / IlIa 'whre PIt f aiiir

lie P kpip es her muse I he ma )in or Ilene" mil I roo1)d It I n to a I I n. r it
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attack. It may be expected that these factors are also present

in at least some of the hiqhly resistant redoubled monoploids.

This or these factors or qenes behave like those that condit ion

partial resistance to other diseases (cf. PARtfVitlI, 1981;

KNUDS[N et al., 1986).

In itself such a partial resistance will be only of arademif

interest in connection with the analysis of the inheritance be-

cause the result inq disease levels will be io.,cceptat le ini an%

inst ance.
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Screening of 1029 barleys revealed that a considerable high level of resist-

ance to leaf stripe occurs in a large number of northwest European barleys.

The resistance is present in a row of old barleys which have been widely

used in the breeding. This level of resistance, however, is not high enough

for avoiding chemical seed dressing for control. Almost absolute resistance

is found in 'Vada' which have been widely bred into the northwest European

barleys. A series of redoubled monoploids produced by the Bulbosum-tech-

nique were used for genetic analysis of the Vada-resistance that showed to

be semidominant and monoqenic. Some other highly resistant varieties were

mainly found among barleys from other continents and Russia. Pedigree ana-

lyses of a large number of the barleys revealed the occurrence of trans-

gressive, additive or intermediate effects of the resistance genes leading

to levels of partial resistance. A comparison with the results of other

investigations indicate physiological specialization of the pathogen on a

world-wide basis.
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